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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

       

 

Thermodynamic Modeling of Grain Boundary Complexions and Developing Grain 
Boundary Complexion Diagrams for Multicomponent Metallic Systems 

 

by 

 

Naixie Zhou 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering 

 

University of California, San Diego, 2017 

 

Professor Jian Luo, Chair 

 

Grain boundaries (GBs) in crystalline materials can be treated as interfacial 

phases which are called complexions. Like bulk phases, GB complexions can 

undergo first-order or continuous transitions with varying thermodynamic potential 

and such GB complexion transitions can cause abrupt changes in structure and 

chemistry of GBs, thereby critically influencing a broad range of interfacial 

controlled materials’ properties such as sintering, grain growth, creep, 

embrittlement, electrical/thermal/ionic conductivity. Specifically, the presence of 



 
 

xviii 
 

multiple dopants and impurities can significantly alter the GB complexion formation 

and transition.  

In this work, a thermodynamic framework is developed to forecast the 

thermodynamic tendency to form disordered premelting-like GB complexions in 

multicomponent alloys with consideration of the interactions between alloying 

components and multiple phase equilibrium. Subsequently, the framework was 

applied to W–Ni–M (M = Fe, Co, Cr, Zr, Nb and Ti) and Mo–Si–B–M (M = Ni, Co 

and Fe) systems to predict the sintering behaviors in these systems by calculating 

their ternary and quaternary GB diagrams.  

In the second part, GB adsorption transitions are studied using an Ising type 

lattice model. The GB complexion diagram is computed for the average general 

GBs in Bi-doped Ni. The predictions are calibrated with previously-reported density 

functional theory calculations and further validated by aberration corrected 

scanning transmission electron microscopy characterization results as well as prior 

Auger electron spectroscopy measurements. Subsequently, a systematics of GB 

adsorption transitions is derived using the model. A normalized segregation 

strength is defined to represent the effects of mixing energy, solute strain and 

differential bonding energies as well as the misorientation for symmetrical twist 

boundaries, which is shown to be a dominant factor in controlling adsorption 

transition behaviors. This derived systematics of GBs exhibits phenomenological 

similarities to the cases of multilayer adsorption of inert gas molecules on the 



 
 

xix 
 

surfaces of attractive substrates, enriches the classical GB segregation/adsorption 

theory.   

In the third part, bulk computational thermodynamics are extended to model 

binary poly/nanocrystalline alloys by incorporating GB energies computed by a 

multilayer adsorption model. A new kind of stability diagram for equilibrium-grain-

size poly/nanocrystalline alloys is developed. Computed results for Zr-doped Fe 

are validated by prior experiments and provide new physical insights regarding 

stabilization of nanoalloys and its relation to solid-state amorphization.  

In the final part, the effect of multicomponent alloying on the thermal stability 

of nanocrystalline alloys is studied. By introducing more alloying components, the 

GB energy can be reduced more significantly via both bulk and grain-boundary 

high-entropy effects with increasing temperature at/within the solid solubility limit, 

thereby reducing the thermodynamic driving force for grain growth. Moreover, GB 

migration can be hindered by sluggish kinetics. The theory is supported by 

numerical experiments and experiments in Ni systems, and it provide guidance for 

developing thermally stable nanocrystalline alloys that can be used in extreme 

condition.

 

 

 

  



 

1 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation and outline. 

Grain boundaries (GBs) in crystalline materials can be treated as “interfacial 

phases” that can undergo first-order or continuous transitions with varying 

thermodynamic potentials, such as temperature (T), pressure (P), and chemical 

potentials (μ). Recently, a new term “complexion” was introduced to differentiate 

such interfacial phases, which are thermodynamically two-dimensional (2D, while 

the variations in composition and structure in the third dimension is 

thermodynamically-determined and fixed) and cannot exist alone without abutting 

bulk phases, from the bulk phases defined by Gibbs [1-5]. 

A variety of GB complexions have been observed via high resolution 

electron microscopy (HREM) and aberration-corrected scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (AC STEM) as Fig. 1.1 shows. One common type of GB 

complexions is represented by the equilibrium intergranular films (IGFs) that are 

widely observed in ceramics [6]. Similar impurity-based, quasi-liquid, interfacial 

films have also been observed at GBs in metals such as W-Ni and Mo-Ni (where 

the primary phase is underlined) [7-10] and on oxide surfaces [11-23]. Dillon and 

Harmer [24-27] further discovered a series of discrete GB complexions in Al2O3-

based ceramics, which may be considered as derivatives to IGFs with (nominal) 

discrete thicknesses of 0, 1, 2, 3, x, and + atomic layers, respectively [3, 28-30]. 

This series of Dillon-Harmer complexions have also been observed in other 

materials such as TiO2-CuO-SiO2 [28]; moreover, bilayer complexions have been 
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directly observed by AC STEM in metallic alloys such as Ni-Bi [31] and Cu-Bi [32], 

as well as in Si-Au [33].  

GB complexion transitions can often result in the abrupt changes in GB 

structure and chemistry, which can in turn drastically alter various properties such 

as GB cohesion (embrittlement) [31, 32], ductility [34], GB mobility (normal and 

abnormal grain growth) [24-27], GB diffusivity (activated sintering) [7, 9, 10, 21, 29, 

35-38], and ionic conductivity [39].   

For the purpose of tailoring materials macroscopic properties by controlling 

GB complexions, a comprehensive understanding of the formation mechanisms 

for GB complexions is desirable and imperative. Various GB models were 

developed to describe the GB complexion formation and transition. Using the 

Mclean-type segregation model, Hart [40], in 1968, first postulated that GBs can 

be considered as 2-D interfacial phases that may undergo first order interface 

transformations. Hondros and Seah [41], Cahn [42, 43] further elaborated such 

idea by exploring equilibrium GB states via lattice-gas-based GB models. Recently, 

Wynblatt and Chatain [44] have developed more sophisticated lattice-gas 

segregation models [44, 45] based on a regular solution type model, by which, they 

demonstrated the existence of multilayer solid-state GB prewetting transition, that 

are analogous to the prewetting transition described by Cahn’s critical-point 

wetting model for a binary de-mixed liquid [46]. Later Rickman et al. [47] derived 

the interaction between GBs and segregants from elastic theories and a series of 

first order layering GB transitions were also found in his study. In parallel, Tang et 
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al. [1, 2] and Mishin et al. [48] used diffuse-interface (phase-field type) models to 

describe coupled GB prewetting and premelting transitions. The formation and 

stability of premelting-like GB complexions (enhanced by concurrent GB 

adsorption or prewetting) in binary alloys have also been treated by a sharp-

interface model, where a new type of GB  diagrams have been constructed to 

present the thermodynamic tendency for average general GBs to disorder [7, 29, 

36-38]; although GB  diagrams are not rigorous GB complexion diagrams with 

well-defined transition lines and critical points, they have been validated by direct 

HRTEM and proven useful for predicting trends in activated sintering [7, 29, 36-

38]. Rickman et al. also demonstrated the existence of a series of first-order 

layering GB transitions using a lattice model by considering elastic interactions 

between GBs and adsorbates [47]. GB transitions have also been modeled by 

Frolov et al using molecular dynamics simulations [49-52].   

For the purpose of enriching the theory of GB adsorption and transitions as 

well as exploring the application of GB complexion theories in materials design, 

the objective of this thesis are divided into three folds: 1) extending the GB 

thermodynamic models to many-component systems and construct GB 

complexion diagrams for many-component systems, 2) investigating a systematics 

of GB adsorption transitions that unites the wetting, prewetting, layering, and 

roughening transitions into a coherent picture by finding the key parameter 

controlling GB adsorption and transitions, 3) predicting the thermal stability of grain 
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sizes in nanocrystalline alloys and designing thermodynamically thermal stable 

nanocrystalline alloys by GB thermodynamic modeling.  

Chapter 1. gives an introduction of interfacial complexions and typical 

thermodynamic models for GB complexions. Chapter 2 is focused on constructing 

GB complexion diagrams in multicomponent alloys by thermodynamic modeling. 

The modeling results are validated by sintering experiments in Mo and W systems. 

Chapter 3 explores the GB complexion transition in Ni-Bi systems. A 

thermodynamic description of layered complexion states is developed with a 

lattice-type GB statistical model and the modeling results are validated with density 

functional theory calculations and TEM observations. Chapter. 4 investigates the 

systematics of GB complexion transition generated by a multi-layer lattice-type GB 

statistical model. A normalized segregation strength is defined to represent the 

overall effect of materials’ intrinsic properties and GB misorientation angles on the 

complexion transition behaviors, and 3-D GB complexion diagrams can be 

constructed in the space of normalized segregation strength, normalized 

temperature and chemical potential (composition). In Chapter 5, the multilayer GB 

adsorption model was applied to the calculation of equilibrium grain size diagram 

for predicting and designing thermodynamically stable nanocrystalline alloys. 

Chapter 6 studied the effect of multicomponent alloying on the thermal stability of 

nanocrystalline alloys. A theory of reducing GB energy with increasing temperature 

using high entropy GBs is developed and used to guide the design of 

nanocrystalline Ni alloys with grain size stability up to 1000 oC. Chapter 7 
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summarizes the work in this thesis and proposes the research plan for the future 

study. 

1.2. GB thermodynamic models 

Gibbs [53] first introduced the thermodynamic description of interfacial 

adsorption phenomenon over a century ago. The famous Gibbs adsorption 

equation can be expressed as: 

𝑑𝛾 = −𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑑𝑇 − ∑ Γ𝑖𝑑𝜇𝑖𝑖  (1) 

where sex is the excess entropy of the interface, Γ is the interfacial adsorption with 

subscript denoting the component species and μ is the chemical potential. For a 

binary system, a useful relation can be derived from Eq. (1) as: 

−Γ2,1 = 𝑑𝛾/𝑑𝜇2 (2) 

where Γ2,1 is the relative adsorption representing the adsorption of second 

component at the interface by choosing the dividing surface so as to make the first 

component’s adsorption vanish in Eq. (1). Eq. (2) relates the adsorption to the 

variation of interfacial energy and bulk chemical potential (or bulk composition). 

However, there are several shortcomings of Gibbsian adsorption isotherm that limit 

its usefulness in GB problems: 

1. γ and its derivative to bulk chemical potential (or bulk composition) are not 

easy to measure in solids. 

2. Γ2,1 can only be measured directly when the composition profiles (or the 

distributions of components) along the interface for all components are 
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specified. Otherwise, the dividing surface of the interface cannot be determined 

so the Gibbs adsorption isotherm cannot be integrated. 

Such limitations prompted the later development of GB analytical models 

based on the statistical thermodynamics.   

1.2.1. Monolayer GB models 

McLean [54] developed a classic interfacial adsorption model, which 

assumes that the GB segregation is limited to a monolayer of atomic sites at GBs 

and both GB sites and bulk sites are ideal solutions. By his model, a segregation 

isotherm is derived as: 

𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
=

1−𝑋𝐺𝐵

1−𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

∆𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑔

𝑅𝑇
)  (3) 

 where R is the ideal gas constant, the ∆𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑔  is the molar free energy of 

segregation, XGB and XBulk are the average composition of GB region and bulk 

region respectively. Eq. (3) can be understood as the equilibrium state of 

exchanging bulk solute atoms with GB solvent atoms, while  ∆𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑔  generally 

corresponds to the free energy difference before and after the exchanging process. 

McLean model represents the ideal segregation behavior of solutes without 

considering the interactions between components, numerous attempts were made 

to extend the model to non-ideal cases. For binary materials, we can apply Fowler-

Guggenheim surface segregation model to address the non-ideal segregation 

behavior of GBs: 

𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
=

1−𝑋𝐺𝐵

1−𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

∆𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑔+𝛼𝑧𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝑅𝑇
)  (4) 
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where z is the coordinate number and α is the parameter characterizing the 

strength of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Fowler’s model is essentially a 

generalized McLean model , where the GB region is assumed to be a regular 

solution (with regular solution interaction parameter as ΩGB ) while the bulk region 

still remains ideal or in the dilute-solution limit where henry’s law applies. It can be 

derived that α = 2ΩGB/z. Using Fowler’s model, Hondros and Seah demonstrated 

that GB transition can happen when the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction is 

strongly attractive (-αz > 4RT), as Fig. 1.2 illustrates [41]. The GB transition 

obtained from the Fowler’s model is similar to the phase separation of a regular 

solution system, which hints the physical origin of the GB transitions.  

1.2.2. Multilayer GB models 

The McLean type monolayer adsorption model provides a simple statistical 

framework to deal with the complexion adsorption and transition problems, while 

in realistic systems, solute segregation is not limited to the monolayer region at 

GBs. A more sophisticated treatment has been developed by Wynblatt, Shi, and 

Chatain based on a regular-solution type lattice model to consider the multilayer 

adsorption at metallic GBs [44, 45, 55]. The formulae of the Wynblatt-Shi-Chatain 

model in Refs. [45, 55] were developed for binary alloys. For a special case of a 

symmetric twist GB with Jmax =1 [45, 55] (meaning that all bonds are either in the 

atomic plane or between the immediate adjacent planes) for simplicity. The 

following GB adsorption equation can be derived for binary alloys: 

𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑘

𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
=

1−𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑘

1−𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

∆𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑔
𝑘

𝑅𝑇
), (5) 
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where the superscript k represents the k-th GB layer, and the (molar) segregation 

enthalpy of the solute at the k-th GB layer is expressed (in a form that can be 

compared with the Fowler’s model as described in previous section) as: 

1 1

, (0) 2 ( ) 2 ( 2 )k k k Bulk k k k

seg seg A v AH H zN X X z N X X X              (6) 

where , 0

k

segH  is the intrinsic segregation enthalpy (originating from the differential 

bonding energies and the strain energy of solutes [45, 55]), z is the total 

coordination number (numbers of bonds per atom), zv is the number of bonds 

between adjacent layers (so that z = 2zv + zl, where zl is the lateral coordination 

number within the same atomic plane; noting that Jmax =1 [45, 55] for this simplified 

case), and ω is the pair-interaction parameter (a.k.a. regular solution parameter) 

for the bulk solid-solution phase. Please note that 0 1

i iX X  for the symmetrical twist 

GB since the 0-th layer is essentially the 1-st GB layer on the other side and the 

effects of “broken bonds” at the GB core are considered separately in the 
, (0)

k

segH  

term.  Using this model, Wynblatt and Chatain demonstrated the existence of a GB 

prewetting (thin-thick adsorption) transition line [44], analogous to that shown by 

Cahn in his critical-point wetting model for a binary de-mixed liquid [46].  

1.2.3. Diffuse interface model 

The lattice type GB models are restricted only to the cases where GB 

transitions are dominated by GB chemistry change and the structure disordering 

of GBs (such as premelting transition) is omitted. To combine the structural and 

chemistry factors in GB thermodynamic modeling, Tang et al. [1, 2] and Mishin et 
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al. [48] used diffuse-interface (phase-field type) models to describe coupled GB 

prewetting and premelting transitions. Different from lattice type model introduced 

previously, diffuse-interface model treats the system as continuous matter and the 

discrete nature of atomic structures are omitted for simplicity. In Tang’s model, a 

GB system is characterized by three field variables: composition (X), crystallinity 

(η) and misorientation (θ) and the excess free energy per unit area of the GB 

system can be expressed as: 

2 22 2

( , , ) ( , )
2 2

GB v core

dX d
f X T dx X

dx dx

  
   

    
        

     
   (7) 

where vf  is the excess volumetric free energy with respect to a reference state 

set by crystalline grains (X = XBulk,  = 1),   and    are the free energy gradient 

coefficients of composition and crystallinity field respectively that can be estimated 

from fusion enthalpy or solid-liquid interfacial energies, the last term corresponds 

to the overall contribution of broken bonds and/or strain energy at the GB core, 

that hypothetically can be relaxed by GB adsorption and/or GB structural 

disordering (reduction of η). The equilibrium GB profiles can be solved by 

minimizing Eq. (7) with respect to by providing a certain boundary condition XBulk 

and T. The model successfully predicted GB transitions produced by structural 

disordering and segregation cooperatively within the single-phase region as Fig. 

1.3 show. The modeled behaviors of GBs are generally consistent with 

experimental observations of GB premelting/prewetting phenomena in both 

ceramic and metallic systems [24, 56]. 
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1.2.4. GB  model  

Alternatively, coupled GB disordering and adsorption can also be modeled 

by extending a sharp-interface phenomenological thermodynamic model that was 

originally developed for premelting in unary systems [57] to multicomponent alloys. 

In this phenomenological interfacial thermodynamic model [7, 29, 35-38], a 

disordered GB complexion is regarded as a confined liquid-like interfacial film as 

Fig. 1.4 shows, with their thermodynamic properties being modified by the 

presence of various interfacial interactions. The excess grand potential as a 

function of the effective interfacial width (h, which is often called “film thickness”) 

can be written as:  

(vol)

amorph cl interfacial( ) 2 ( )x h G h h        , (8) 

where (vol)

amorphG is the volumetric free energy for forming an undercooling liquid from 

the equilibrium solid phase(s) and γcl is the crystal-liquid interfacial energy. The 

interfacial potential, interfacial( )h , represents the effects of all interfacial interactions 

( interfacial( ) 0    by definition). A premelting-like GB complexion can be stabilized 

if the energy penalty for forming an undercooled quasi-liquid film is 

overcompensated by the reduction in the interfacial energy: 

( )( ) vol

amorphf h G h       (9) 

where  

cl2 (0)x      (10) 
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and f(h) is a dimensionless interfacial coefficient:  

interfacial( ) 1 ( ) /f h h      (11) 

with the boundary conditions: (0) 0f   and ( ) 1f   .  

As Fig. 1.5 shows, the equilibrium thickness, heq, corresponds to the 

minimum of Eq. (7) with respect to h (so that ( ) / 0
eq

x

h h
d h dh


 ), which is difficult 

to be quantified because the exact form of ( )f h  or interfacial( )h  is typically unknown. 

Thus, a thermodynamic parameter can be introduced as:

 

 

(vol)

amorphG








, (12) 

which scales the actual interfacial width (heq) and can be quantified by combining 

bulk CALPHAD data with statistical interfacial thermodynamic models [7, 29, 35-

38].  

Subsequently, the computed lines of constant  values can be plotted into 

bulk phase diagrams to represent the thermodynamic tendency for average 

general GBs to disorder. These GB  diagrams can predict useful trends in GB 

disordering in binary and multicomponent alloys at high temperatures that have 

been validated by experiments [7, 29, 35-38], even if they are not rigorous GB 

complexion diagrams with well-defined transition lines and critical points.   

1.3. Nanocrystalline alloys with stable grain sizes 
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Nanocrystalline metals attracts a lot of research interests due to their 

outstanding mechanical properties such as high strength and wear resistance [58]. 

However, with the presence of a large amount of grain boundaries within these 

nanocrystalline metals, large driving force of grain growth occurs concurrently 

letting the materials become vulnerable to grain coarsening at high temperature. 

Consequently, the mechanical properties change dramatically if grain size is 

increased out of the nanocrystalline regime [59]. Such instability of these materials 

limits the application of nanocrystalline metals at elevated temperature. Alloying 

has been used traditionally to oppose grain growth by reducing the GB motion 

through solute drag or second phase pinning. Slowing GB motion can be sufficient 

to stable nanocrystalline states. However, the kinetic nature of the drag 

mechanism generally produces transient stability for nanocrystalline states, while 

at high temperature, grain coarsening still can be activated because the velocity of 

GB generally increases exponentially with the temperature according to Arrhenius 

equation.  

Alternatively, grain growth of nanocrystalline metals can be inhibited by 

reducing the excess free energy of the GB, which is the underlying cause of grain 

growth. It was well known by Gibbs adsorption isotherm that GB free energy can 

be relieved by solute adsorption. With the decrease of GB free energy, the overall 

tendency of grain coarsening is also reduced and the grain size stability is 

enhanced. If the GB adsorption can fully eliminate the GB free energy, then there 

is no driving force for grain coarsening and the grain size reaches a 
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thermodynamic equilibrium state [60], where nanocrystalline states can be 

retained during infinitely long time exposure to high temperature environment. 

1.3.1. Thermodynamic models for nanocrystalline alloys  

Weissmüller first developed a thermodynamic framework describing the 

equilibrium grain size states in polycrystalline materials by establishing the 

relationship between GB adsorption and thermodynamic stability of grain size [60, 

61]. Weissmüller’s model is essentially a variation of McLean GB model which has 

already been introduced in 1.2.1. Instead of assuming fixed GB sites as McLean 

model, he considered a polycrystalline system where the total number of GB sites 

is a variable proportional to the GB area. Then, the total system energy GPX of a 

binary system can be written as: 

𝐺𝑃𝑋 = 𝐴𝐺𝐵𝛾𝐺𝐵
(0)

+ 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐴 𝜇𝐴

0 + 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐵 𝜇𝐵

0 + 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐵 𝛥𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 + 𝑁𝐺𝐵

𝐵 𝛥𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑔

+𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑅𝑇(𝑋𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

𝐴 𝑙𝑛𝑋𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝐴 + 𝑋𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

𝐵 𝑙𝑛𝑋𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝐵 ) + 𝑁𝐺𝐵

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑅𝑇(𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝐴 𝑙𝑛𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝐴 + 𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝐵 𝑙𝑛𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝐵 )
 

 (13) 

where AGB is the total GB area, 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐴  and 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐵  are the total number of A and B atoms 

in the system,  𝛥𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑥 is the mixing energy (a.k.a. enthalpy of solution) of B in A, 

𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑡  and 𝑁𝐺𝐵

𝑡𝑜𝑡 are the total bulk and GB sites in the system, 𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 = 𝑁𝐺𝐵

𝑖 /𝑁𝐺𝐵
𝑖  and 

𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 = 𝑁𝐺𝐵

𝑖 /𝑁𝐺𝐵
𝑖  are the GB and bulk compositions of i = A or B component. 

Conservation laws impose that ∑ 𝑁𝐺𝐵
𝑖 =𝑁𝐺𝐵

𝑡𝑜𝑡 , ∑ 𝑁𝐺𝐵
𝑖 =𝑁𝐺𝐵

𝑡𝑜𝑡  and 𝑁𝐺𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 

and the number of GB sites are related to GB area empirically by NGB = nAGB ≈ 

3V/d where n is the GB sites per unit area, V is the volume of the system and d is 

the grain size. For a confined system, the equilibrium distribution of solutes (Xbulk 
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and XGB) minimizing eq. (13) can be solved by letting 
𝜕𝐺𝑝𝑋

𝜕𝑋𝐺𝐵
= 0 by providing a grain 

size value d, and by varying d, GPX can be calculated as a function of d. A minimum 

point of GPX
 at finite deq can be generated with certain parameter setting (e.g. 

strong negative 𝛥𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑔), where the system reaches an equilibrium grain size state 

(
𝜕𝐺𝑝𝑋

𝜕𝑑
∝ γGB = 0) and grain coarsening (larger d value) is no longer 

thermodynamically favored. Weissmüller’s theory successfully demonstrates the 

theoretical possibility of stabilizing polycrystalline alloys’ grain sizes by fully 

eliminating the GB excess free energy via GB segregation. A more rigorous model, 

named the regular nanocrystalline solution (RNS) model, was development by 

Trelewicz and Schuh who used a regular solution approach to describe the solute-

solvent interactions, providing a more accurate estimation of system enthalpies for 

high bulk concentration. The RNS model was modified and used by Murdoch et al. 

[62] to explore the desired parameter space where thermodynamic stable 

nanocrystalline states exist as well as help design binary nanocrystalline alloys. A 

model similar to the RNS model with consideration of third alloying component as 

well as the strain energy of solutes has been later developed by Saber et al [63]. 

As no explicit analytic expressions of GB energy as a function of bulk composition 

and temperature are derived, the calculation of these regular solution usually on 

complex numeric simulations. More quick and convenient approach of estimating 

solute’s effect on stabilizing nanocrystalline alloys is employed by Kircheim by 

assuming dilute solutions and omitting the grain size dependency of segregation 

energy [64]. In such cases, the GB energy can be expressed as: 
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𝛾𝐺𝐵 = 𝛾𝐺𝐵
(0)

− 𝛤[𝛥𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑔 + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑋𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘]  (14) 

where 𝛾𝐺𝐵
(0)

 is clean GB energy, 𝛤 = 𝑛𝑋𝐺𝐵 is the amount of solute adsorption. As 

Eq. (14) describes, 𝛾𝐺𝐵 can be reduced to zero when 𝛥𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑔 and 𝛤 are sufficiently 

large. Using the model and Wynblatt-Ku segregation model to estimate 𝛥𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑔 , 

Darling calculated 𝛾𝐺𝐵 vs. 𝑋𝐺𝐵 solute curves at a fixed annealing temperature as 

shown in Fig. 1.6 for doped Fe alloys. The results show that Zr can effectively 

reduce the 𝛾𝐺𝐵  energy to zero, which is validated by the experiment results 

showing that nanocrystalline Fe can be stable at 900 oC with Zr doping.  

1.3.2. Synthesis of nanocrystalline alloys  

Based on GB thermodynamic models’ predictions, various binary and 

ternary thermal stable nanocrystalline alloys are designed and synthesized. 

Darling et al. found that the grain size of NC Fe can be stabilized smaller than 100 

nm at 913 ºC for 1 hour by Zr segregation in the GBs [65, 66]. Cu-Ta (10 at.%) 

binary alloy can substantially retain the grain size of 200 nm after 1 hour annealing 

at approximately 97% of the melting point (Tm) of pure Cu [67, 68]. More recently, 

Rupert group found that Zr segregation in the GBs of Cu resulted in a Zr-rich 

intergranular film that stabilized the grain size at around 50 nm above 0.9Tm[69]. 

With W segregated into the GB, the grain size for the electrodeposited Ni-W NC 

alloy was found to be stable up to 0.5Tm [70, 71]. Li et al. reported the stabilizing 

of nanograins in a ternary Fe-Zr-Hf system, in which addition of 1-4 at.% Hf 

resulted in more pronounced thermal stability than that of the binary Fe-Zr alloys 

[72].  NC Pd stabilized by Zr segregation  were also reported [73].  
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Nanocrystalline materials can be synthesized via various ways. One way of 

classifying different synthesizing techniques is based on the initial state of 

materials’ microstructures, by which two classes of techniques can be defined: the 

first one is ‘‘bottom-up’’ method and the second one is “top-down”. The bottom-up 

approach uses atoms, ions, or even nanocrystalline powders as building blocks to 

form a bulk material parts by assembling techniques. Conversely, top-down 

approaches start with a bulk material while their structure was break down into the 

nanoscale pieces during the processing procedure, typically by severe plastic 

deformation or fast cooling. The bottom-up approach includes: powder metallurgy 

methods, such as mechanical alloying by ball milling followed with consolidation of 

grinded powders or direct consolidation of nano-size powders; deposition methods 

such as sputter deposition, e-beam deposition and electrodeposition. 

Representative top-down approaches are: equal-channel angular extrusion 

(ECAE), high-pressure torsion and crystallization of amorphous precursors. Each 

method has its own advantages and limitations. In general, top-down methods can 

produce “bulk” nanocrystalline pieces, while they usually require extreme 

processing environments to achieve grain size < 100 nm such as ultra-high 

pressure or ultra-fast cooling rate, which bring difficulty to designing and 

implementing experiments. Bottom-up techniques are relatively easier to realize 

nanocrystalline states while the challenge of such methods is to fabricate samples 

with sizes large enough for proper testing (e.g. the maximum thickness of 

sputtered nanocrystalline films are usually limited to several micrometers).  
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Among bottom-up techniques, powder processing routes offers a readily 

scalable routine of bulk nanocrystalline materials production (e.g. near fully dense 

bulk nanocrystalline Cu and Al alloys made by powder metallurgy techniques have 

been reported). Fig. 1.7 shows a typical work flow of synthesizing bulk 

nanocrystalline alloys using bottom-up technique. The bottom-up techniques 

usually include ‘‘two-step’’ major processes: 1) creating nanostructured powders, 

2) consolidating at elevated temperatures (>50% of the melting temperature, Tm).  

A common method used for the first step is ball milling process that involves 

grinding and impacting of metallic particles powders. During the milling process, 

the repeated impacts introduced a lot of dislocations and defects to the system by 

plastic deformation and fractures, causing grain refinements of the particles. In 

addition, mechanical alloying of different elemental powders can be realized using 

ball milling. Various types of mills can be used for nanocrystalline powder 

preparation, ranging from laboratory-scale shaker mills (e.g., SPEX 8000 mill, used 

in this thesis) that can produce 5–10 g of powder to commercial-scale mills that 

can process large volume of powder at a time. Additionally, milling machines are 

also often classified into low-energy or high-energy mills according to the 

frequency and amplitude of the vibrations of the mills. High energy ball milling is 

more efficiency than low-energy mills while it tends to introduce more 

contaminations from the milling media. The milling efficiency is also dependent on 

the weight ratio of ball to powder as the larger of the ratio, the higher of the 

efficiency. Typically, metallic powders are turned into nanocrystalline powders 

completely after 6 hrs high energy ball milling. In the second step, the milled 
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powders are consolidated into dense. Traditional consolidation method is 

conventional sintering, whereby particles are sintered to reduce the overall surface 

area of the system. Conventional sintering usually takes several hours. To reduce 

the sintering time and further improve the density, hot pressing and hot isostatic 

pressing can be used, that are typically carried out by applying a uniaxial or static 

pressure upon samples during heating. More recently, spark plasma sintering 

(SPS) technique draws a lot of research interests powder metallurgy community 

and becomes more and more popular.  During the SPS process, an electric field 

passes through the sample under pressure, that results joule heating at the 

particle-to-particle contacts providing rapid volumetric heating within the materials.  

Chapter 1, in part, is a reprint of the material "GB complexions in 

multicomponent alloys: Challenges and opportunities" as it appears in Current 

Opinion in Solid State and Materials Science, Naixie Zhou, Tao Hu, and Jian Luo, 

2016, 20, 268-277. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author 

of this paper. All calculations and data analysis were performed by the author. 
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Figure 1.1 GB complexions observed in ceramic and metallic systems. 
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Figure 1.2 An illustration of first-order complexion transition. The complexion 
transition is captured by calculating GB composition as a function of bulk 
composition using Fowler-Guggenheim model, that corresponds to the abrupt 
change of GB composition on the calculated curve. 
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Figure 1.3 Calculated GB diagram for a binary system. The ordered–disordered 
GB coexistence line in single-phase region corresponds to thin solid line, the 
spinodal lines (i.e., limits of stability) of ordered GBs are plotted with dashed lines 
and disordered GBs (dashed-dotted line) are also shown. The first order transition 
terminates at the critical point (solid dot). 
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Figure 1.4 Schematics of comparison between clean GB and disordered GB. 

(A) is a clean GB and (B) is a disordered GB. 
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Figure 1.5 GB excess free energy curve calculated using force balance model. 
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Figure 1.6 Calculated GB energy versus solute concentration for Fe system [66].  
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Figure 1.7 Typical flow path of synthesizing nanocrystalline alloys using powder 
methods[74]. 
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Chapter 2. Developing GB Diagrams for Multicomponent Alloys 

Impurity-based, premelting-like, intergranular films (IGFs) can form in 

various materials and influence sintering, creep, and microstructure development. 

A thermodynamic framework is presented to forecast the formation and stability of 

these premelting-like IGFs in multicomponent alloys to consider the interactions of 

multiple alloying elements. Key thermodynamic parameters that control the 

interfacial segregation and disordering behaviors have been identified and 

systematically examined. Subsequently, ternary and quaternary GB diagrams 

have been computed and used to forecast the sintering behaviors of W-Ni-M (M = 

Fe, Co, Cr, Zr, Nb and Ti) and Mo-Si-B-M (M = Ni, Co and Fe) systems. This work 

supports a long-range scientific goal of extending bulk computational 

thermodynamics and CALPHAD methods to interfaces and developing GB 

diagrams as extensions to bulk phase diagrams, which can be a generally useful 

materials science tool.

2.1. Introduction 

The development of bulk phase diagrams and calculation of phase diagram 

(CALPHAD) methods established one of the foundations for modern materials 

science. In a series of recent studies, bulk CALPHAD methods were extended to 

model GBs to forecast the stability of impurity-based, premelting-like IGFs in binary 

alloys; subsequently, a type of GB  diagrams have been developed to represent 

the thermodynamic tendency for general GBs to disorder and forecast related 

activated sintering behaviors in binary alloys (only) [7, 29, 36, 37]. Although they 
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are not yet rigorous GB “phase” (complexion) diagrams, the correctness and 

usefulness of these binary GB  diagrams have been validated by a series of 

experiments. First, the model predictions were corroborated with direct HRTEM 

and GB chemistry analysis for selected systems [7-9, 36, 56]. Second, the 

computed GB  diagrams (with no free parameters) correctly predicted the onset 

sintering temperatures for a series of W based binary alloys as well as some trends 

in sintering rates [7, 36, 37]. Specifically, the predicted GB solidus temperature 

was consistent with a prior direct GB diffusivity measurement for W-Co (the 

primary element/phase is underlined) using radioactive tracers [36, 75]. Third, the 

estimated GB diffusivity as a function of temperature and overall composition 

correlated well with the computed binary GB λ diagram for Mo-Ni [7]. Finally, a 

counterintuitive phenomenon of decreasing GB diffusivity with increasing 

temperature was predicted and subsequently verified experimentally in a Mo + 0.5 

at. % Ni alloy [38].  

Historically, bulk CALPHAD methods were first developed for binary alloys, 

for which phase diagrams have already been determined by experiments. 

CALPHAD methods become useful when they can utilize the thermodynamic data 

that are largely obtained from binary systems to extrapolate (by adding only a few 

multi-body interaction parameters) and predict behaviors of multicomponent alloys, 

where the Edisonian approach is no longer feasible. Likewise, such strategy can 

also be applied to the construction of GB diagrams for multicomponent systems. 

As previous studies demonstrated the basic feasibility of constructing binary GB  
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diagrams and their usefulness in predicting sintering behaviors, the challenging 

goal of this study is to extend and validate the model and computation methods to 

multicomponent (N  3) alloys.  

2.2. The model and computational methods 

The GB λ model used in this Chapter is described previous in 1.2.4. λ values 

can be solved from Eq. (12) by knowing the interfacial energies Δγ and bulk 

amorphization energy ΔGamorph.  

2.2.1. Estimation of reference interfacial energies 

The interfacial energies can be estimated by a macroscopic-atom model 

that was originally developed by Benedictus, Böttger, and Mittemeijer for 

simulating solid-state amorphization [76, 77], which utilizes the Miedema type 

parameters. Since we use CALPHAD data to compute bulk thermodynamic 

functions, here we adopt and refine a lattice model [78] that utilizes the regular-

solution (pair-interaction) parameters to estimate interfacial energies to be self-

consistent (as a further improvement from the prior studies [7, 29, 36, 37] that used 

the macroscopic-atom model, in addition to a major extension from binary to 

multicomponent alloys). In such a lattice model, the interfacial energy of an 

interface between a crystal of pure A (with a negligibly small solubility of B) and a 

liquid of a uniform composition of L

BX  (the molar/atomic fraction of B) in a binary A-

B system is estimated as: 
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    , (15)   

where fuse

AH is the fusion enthalpy of A, L

A B  is the molar liquid phase regular-

solution parameter, V is the molar volume (neglecting the thermal expansion for 

simplicity), m1 is the fraction of bonds crossing the interface, and  is a geometric 

factor ( 2/3/mA V  , where 
mA is the area of one mole of atoms spread as a 

monolayer [78]). The value of 1

1m   depends the crystalline orientation of the 

interface: for example, 1

1m   ≈ 5  108 for (100) planes for any cubic lattice and 

1

1m   ≈ 3.7  108 for the close-packed (111) plane in an FCC lattice. In this study, 

we set 1

1m  = C0 ≈ 4.5  108 to represent the average value (of all different 

crystalline orientations), which is a parameter adopted in the macroscopic-atom 

model [79] to represent the average grain surface orientation of general GBs in a 

polycrystal.  

The first term in Eq. (15) is an enthalpic contribution that corresponds to the 

excess enthalpy of a crystal-liquid interface of pure A. The second term represents 

the chemical interaction, a.k.a. the change in the interfacial energy when the 

fraction of B in the liquid increases from zero to L

BX , where bonds at the solid-liquid 

interface are assumed to be liquid type. The third term is an entropic contribution 

due to the near-interface ordering, which is adapted from the Benedictus-Böttger-

Mittemeijer model [76, 77].  The superscript (0) is used in (0)

cl to denote that it is a 

reference interfacial energy without considering the near-interface variation in 
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composition (as an estimation of the true equilibrium 
cl ). The main reason to 

adopt this lattice model is that it uses the regular-solution parameters that can be 

obtained from the CALPHAD data so that the same set of parameters are used in 

both the bulk thermodynamic functions and the statistic interfacial thermodynamic 

model to compute GB  diagrams in a self-consistent manner.  

Eq. (15) can be further extended to model a multicomponent alloy, where 

the interfacial energy of an interface between a crystal of pure A (with negligible 

solid solubilities) and a multicomponent liquid (of composition L

iX , i = A, B, C…) is 

estimated as:  

(0) fuse

1 -A -2/3

0

1 1
1.9

2

L L L L L

cl cl i i i j i j

i A i j

H X X X RT
C V

 
 

  
         

   
  , (16) 

where the first, second, and third terms, respectively, are again the enthalpic, 

chemical, and entropic contributions, respectively, and 1

1m  is set to be C0. In Eq. 

(10), the 1
2 -

L L L

i j i ji j
X X


  term represents the reference energy state set by the 

chemical potential of the bulk liquid phase (noting that this term is not included for 

the Benedictus-Böttger-Mittemeijer model [76, 77], where the reference state is set 

to be the pure metals for solid state amorphization).  

If the solid solubility limits are not negligibly small, Eq. (16) can be further 

generalized to: 
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where the superscripts “C” and “L” are used to represent the crystal and liquid 

phases, respectively.  Eq. (17) can be reduced to Eq. (16) if 1C

AX  and 1C

iX   for 

all i  A, which are the cases for most of our examples discussed below. 

To calculate the reference interfacial energy change   from Eq. (12), we 

also need to know the GB energy for a “dry” boundary (without any adsorption and 

disordering). If the solid solubility limits of all alloying elements are small, the 

measured GB energy of for the average general boundaries is typically used and 

the Turnbull estimation, (0) (0) vaporization 2 31 1
3 3GB Surface 0( )H C V    , can be used in the 

cases where the experiment data are not available. If the solid solubility limits of 

alloying elements are not negligibly small, the “dry” GB energy of an alloy can be 

expressed as: 

(0) (0)

, 2/3

0

C C C C

GB i GB i i j i j

i i j

Q
X X X

C V
  



    , (18) 

where Q is the average broken bond fraction, which is typically set to 1/6 for an 

average general GB to satisfy the Turnbull estimation. In most case studies of W 

and Mo based alloys presented in this paper, the solid solubility limits are small so 

that Eq. (18) and experimentally measured GB energy of the average general 

boundaries can be used to estimate .    
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2.2.2. Evaluating the volumetric free-Energy penalty for forming an 

undercooled liquid 

Bulk CALPHAD data (thermodynamic functions) and methods are used to 

evaluate the volumetric free energy penalty for forming an undercooled liquid, 

(vol)

amorphG . The free energy of a phase Φ in a multicomponent system can be 

expressed as: 

0 ln XS

i i i i

i i

G X G RT X X G         , (19) 

where
iX  and 0

iG , respectively, are the fraction and the free energy, respectively, 

of the component i. XSG  is the excess free energy of mixing, which can be 

expressed in a Redlich-Kister polynomial:  

( , ) ( )XS m

m i j i j i j

m i j

G L X X X X     



  . (20) 

Here, ( , )m i jL  is the m-th order interaction parameter between the 

components i and j in the phase Φ. Specifically, 
0( , )i jL  is the regular solution 

parameter i j

  and this polynomial is reduced to a regular-solution equation for the 

zero-th order expansion (m = 0 only). The molar free-energy penalty for forming 

an undercooled liquid (film) of composition { , , , ...}L L

film iX i A B C X  can be written 

as: 

(mol) L L

amorph ( )L C

film i i

i

G G X  X . (21) 
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The first term in Eq. (21) is the molar free energy of the bulk liquid phase. It 

is important to note that partial order and compositional gradients generally exist 

in the nanoscale quasi-liquid IGF so that it is not perfect liquid; however, λ can be 

defined and calculated based on a reference state of uniform and perfect liquid 

film, while the variations in free energies due to order and compositional gradients 

can be (at least partially) considered in the interfacial potential term in Eq. (8); this 

approach was elaborated in a prior review [6]. The second term in Eq. (21) 

represents the reference free-energy state set by the chemical potentials ( C

i ) of 

the bulk phase (crystalline grains) of a given composition { , , , ...}C C

bulk iX i A B C X : 

C
L C L

0,( ) ( )C C C

i i bulk i i

i i A i

G
X G X X

X





  


 X  (22) 

As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, (mol)

amorphG  is represented by the distance between 

the liquid free-energy surface and the bulk chemical potential plane at the 

composition of L

filmX  in a ternary system. Then, the volumetric free-energy penalty 

for forming an undercooled liquid is given by: 

(mol)

amorph(vol)

amorph L

i i

i

G
G

X V


 


. (23)  

Finally, Eq. (23) can be re-written for a multicomponent alloy as: 

(0)

(vol)
{all possible }

amorph

2 ( , ) ( )
( ) Max

( , )L
film

L C C

cl film bulk GB bulkC

bulk L C

film bulkG

 


       
  

X

X X X
X

X X
 (24) 
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Subsequently, λ can be computed as a function of the bulk composition 

( C

bulkX ) and lines of constant λ can be plotted in a bulk phase diagram to construct 

a GB λ diagram.  

2.3. Evaluating the volumetric free-energy penalty for forming an 

undercooled liquid 

2.3.1. Ternary λ diagram for average general GBs 

First, we use W-Ni-Fe (a.k.a. Ni and Fe co-doped/co-alloyed W, where the 

average, general GBs of the W primary phase are represented in the computed λ 

diagram) as an example to demonstrate how to construct a ternary GB λ diagram 

with multiple phases, including the secondary crystalline precipitates. Fig. 2.2(a) 

and (b) schematically illustrate a two-step procedure of constructing an isothermal 

section of a ternary GB  diagram. First, we computed ( BCC

bulkX ) as a function of 

bulk composition ( { , , }BCC BCC BCC BCC

bulk W Ni FeX X XX ; noting that in this case the primary 

crystal phase is the W-rich body-centered cubic or BCC phase so we substitute “C” 

with “BCC”) using Eq. (24) and the bulk thermodynamic functions developed in Ref. 

[80, 81] at a constant temperature of 1673 K. The film composition L

filmX  adopts 

the value which maximizes  according to eq. (24). Subsequently, we plotted the 

computed  values (represented by the color) in the composition space of the W-

Ni-Fe ternary system (for the W-rich corner) in Fig. 2.2(a), where we also plotted 

lines of constant  values. In this W-rich corner,  values increase monotonically 
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with increasing Ni and Fe compositions, indicating that both Ni and Fe promote GB 

disorder.  

In the second step, we considered the precipitation of secondary crystalline 

phases, such as the Ni-rich FCC phase and the -FeW compound in this specific 

case, which limit the chemical potentials of Ni and Fe. Then  values and L

filmX s 

are determined by the chemical potentials of the bulk FCC phase which are pinned 

by the solubility limit within the multi-phase equilibrium region. Thus, in a ternary 

system, the  values and L

filmX s should be constant along the tie lines in any two-

phase region, identical to the values at the solid solubility limit (solvus or solidus) 

line of the BCC alloy. Moreover, the  value and L

filmX  are constant throughout a 

three-phase coexistent region in a ternary alloy. Subsequently, the bulk phase 

boundaries and tie lines in two-phase regions (BCC + FCC and BCC + -FeW, 

respectively, in this specific case) were calculated for the W-Ni-Fe system using 

bulk CALPHAD methods to construct the equilibrium ternary GB  diagram with all 

equilibrium bulk phases, which is shown in Fig. 2.2(b).  

2.3.2. GB-to-GB variations 

We emphasize that computed GB  diagrams represent the average 

behaviors of general GBs and recognize significant GB-to-GB variations in 

polycrystalline alloys because GBs have five macroscopic degrees of freedom. 

Such GB-to-GB variations may be modeled by assuming the initial (0)

GB  can vary by 

approximately  15% due to the anisotropy (which is typically for the general GBs 
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for most metals). Fig. 2.3(b) shows a computed GB  diagram for W-Ni-Fe that 

considers GB-to-GB variations, where the lines of constant  (in Fig. 2.3(a)) 

expand to bands (in Fig. 2.3(b)); noting that these bands are only to represent the 

variations in general GBs, while the special low-energy GBs are not represented 

here. Such GB-to-GB variations may be a root cause for abnormal grain growth, 

as hypothesized in a series of prior studies by Harmer and co-workers [25-27], and 

our calculations support and quantitatively rationalize this hypothesis. Although the 

lines of constant  should always be bands for any polycrystal, we typically only 

plot GB  diagrams that reflect the average general GBs to ensure the clarity of 

the diagram. It is important to recognize that GB-to-GB variations similar to that 

shown in Fig. 2.3(b) ubiquitously exist in all W and Mo based GB  diagrams 

computed in this paper.  

2.4. Effects of adding co-Alloying elements on GB disorder in ternary 

systems 

Following earlier experimental and modeling studies of the binary W-Ni [9, 

10, 36, 37] and Mo-Ni [7, 8, 38] alloys, we first conducted numerical experiments 

of W-Ni-X and Mo-Ni-X alloys (with X being a fictive element) to identify the key 

thermodynamic parameters that influence co-alloying effects. Specifically, we 

systematically varied five key parameters, i.e., the melting temperature of X (𝑇𝑋
𝑚) 

and four regular-solution parameters (𝑋−𝐴
L , 𝑋−𝐴

BCC , 𝑋−Ni
L , 𝑋−Ni

BCC , where A = W or 

Mo, assuming that X forms regular solutions with W, Mo and Ni in both solid and 

liquid phases).  To focus on investigating the effects of these key parameters, a 
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few simplifications were adopted. We assumed the fusion entropy of X ( fuse

XS ) to 

be10 J/mol∙K and its molar volume (VX) to be 8 cm3/mol (both are typical values 

for transition metals). Moreover, we only considered the BCC and liquid phases in 

these calculations (while the precipitation of other phase(s) was considered in 

examples of real alloys in the next two sections).  

Prior studies had already demonstrated the formation of 0.80  0.12 nm 

thick Ni-enriched quasi-liquid IGFs in Mo + 1% Ni specimens at 1668 K (vs. the 

computed  = 0.99 nm) [7, 8]. In the first numerical example, we analyzed the effect 

of adding X in Mo-Ni-X assuming that 𝑋−Mo
BCC  =  25 kJ/mol, 𝑋−Mo

L  = 𝑋−Ni
L  = 

𝑋−Ni
BCC  = 0 and 𝑇𝑋

𝑚 = 2000 K and using the Mo-Ni binary CALPHAD data from Ref. 

[82]. The computed GB  diagrams shown in Fig. 2.4 suggest that a positive 

regular-solution (pair-interaction) parameter (𝑋−Mo
BCC ) with Mo in the solid phase 

promotes GB disorder (by rejecting X into the IGFs, as evident in the film 

compositional map in Fig. 2.4). In comparison, a negative 𝑋−Mo
BCC  slightly inhibits 

GB disorder; the corresponding film compositional map shows that X does not 

segregate to GBs/IGFs appreciably. It is interesting to note that in the W-Ni-Fe 

example shown in Fig. 2.2, co-alloying of Fe also enhances GB disordering in W-

Ni systems as a result of a positive Fe−W
BCC  (= 41.5 kJ/mol, while all other ’s are 

small; see Table I for all relevant parameters; the same effect was also evident in 

Fig. 2.8 for a lower temperature, where the co-alloying effect was confirmed by 

sintering experiments).We believe that this represents one general co-alloying 

effect in ternary systems. 
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Furthermore, we conducted a series of systematic numerical experiments 

of W-Ni-X systems, where the stabilization of subeutectic quasi-liquid IGFs in the 

W-Ni system had been confirmed experimentally (Fig. 2.2(e)) [9, 10].  In these 

calculations, we adopted (0)

GB  = 1.08 J/m2 using the experimental data reported in 

Ref. [83] and used the W-Ni binary thermodynamic functions developed in Ref. 

[81]. Then, we examined the effects of five key parameters (𝑇𝑋
𝑚, 𝑋−W

BCC , 𝑋−W
L , 

𝑋−Ni
BCC  and 𝑋−Ni

L ; typical  values for W based systems are shown in Table 2.1) 

via a systematical approach.  

First, we investigated the effect of the melting temperature of the co-alloying 

element X, where we set the four regular-solution parameters (𝑋−W
BCC , 𝑋−W

L , 𝑋−Ni
BCC  

and 𝑋−Ni
L ) to be zero for simplicity. Intuitively, one might speculate that adding co-

alloying element X with a low melting temperature will promote disordering of W 

GBs due to two reasons: for X with lower melting point, 1) the amorphization 

energy of pure X should smaller by 0 L 0 BCC ( )X fuse

X X M XG G T T S    ; 2) a lower solid-

liquid interfacial energy is expected due to a smaller fusion enthalpy term 

fuse X fuse

X M XH T S   in eq. (13). However, the computed  diagrams shown in Fig. 2.5 

suggest that reducing the melting temperature of X has little effects on promoting 

GB disordering in the W-rich BCC phase.  

Second, we varied one of the four regular-solution parameters (𝑋−W
BCC , 

𝑋−W
L , 𝑋−Ni

BCC  and 𝑋−Ni
L , respectively), where we set 𝑇𝑚

𝑋  to be 2000 K and the 

three other ’s to be zero. Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) show that a positive 𝑋−W
BCC  or negative 
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𝑋−W
L  promotes the GB disordering in W and a negative 𝑋−W

BCC  or positive 𝑋−W
L  

suppresses GB disordering. This can be understood intuitively since a positive 

𝑋−W
BCC  should reject X from the crystalline BCC phase, while a negative 𝑋−W

L  

should attract X to GBs to form a liquid-like complexion (or a bulk secondary liquid 

phase above the solidus line when a sufficiently high fraction of X is added). Since 

it is known that Ni segregates at GBs, which leads to the formation of liquid-like 

IGFs at high temperatures (but below the bulk solidus line), a negative 𝑋−Ni
L  

should promote GB disordering via attracting X to the liquid-like GB structures to 

thicken the effective interfacial width (Fig. 2.6(d1)). Finally, while adding X with a 

negative 𝑋−Ni
BCC  does suppress GB disordering (Fig. 2.6(c1)), a positive 𝑋−Ni

BCC  does 

not appreciably enhance GB disordering as the case of positive 𝑋−W
BCC  (as shown 

in Fig. 2.6(c4) vs. Fig. 2.6(a4)). This is presumably because the Ni content in the 

bulk phase is low, so that a positive 𝑋−Ni
BCC  cannot effectively reject X into GBs in 

the case of a positive 𝑋−W
BCC ). In summary, this set of numerical experiments (Fig. 

2.6) suggest interesting GB adsorption and disordering behaviors that can be 

understood via the interactions of two co-alloying elements (Ni and X) the primary 

metal (W) and we should be able to generalize these understandings to other 

ternary alloys.   

In general, the regular-solution parameters of the solid and liquid phases 

are not independent to each other; they are positively correlated and the regular-

solution parameter of the corresponding solid is typically greater due to the 

additional strain energy in the solid phase (see typical values in Table 2.1). Thus, 
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in the last set of numerical experiments, we assumed ( BCC

W-X  - L

W-X ) = 50 kJ/mol (a 

mediate value) and varied L

W-X  ( BCC

W-X ). As shown in Fig. 2.7, addition of X with a 

greater (coupled solid/liquid) regular-solution parameter promotes GB disordering, 

which represents another general co-alloying effect.  

2.5. Application to W-Ni-M (M = Fe, Co, Cr, Zr, Nb and Ti) ternary systems 

We further modeled W-Ni-M (M = Fe, Co, Cr, Zr, Nb, Ti) ternary systems. 

These real ternary alloys are generally more complex because the bulk 

crystal/liquid solutions are not just symmetrical regular solutions (with non-zero 

order terms in the Redlich-Kister polynomials) and various intermediate 

compounds can precipitate and change the bulk phase equilibria. We considered 

these effects via conducting full CALPHAD analyses of the bulk phases.  

We followed earlier studies [7, 29, 36, 38] to use activated sintering 

experiments as an efficient way to test computed results (with the underlying 

assumption that the enhanced sintering rates are correlated with the GB structural 

disorder represented by computed  values, which has been proven in prior 

studies  [7, 29, 36, 38]). Specifically, specimens of W, W-0.5Ni, W-1Ni and W-

0.5Ni-0.5M  (at. %) were made by mixing high-purity tungsten (99.999%, ~ 5 m 

particle size) powder and metal chlorides (purchased from Alfa Aesar) in acetone 

solutions. Slurries were dried in an oven at 353 K (80 C) and calcined and reduced 

at 873 K for an hour in a tube furnace a flowing Ar + 5% H2 gas. The dried powders 

were then pressed into discs and pre-sintered at 1173 K for 2 hours in a flowing Ar 

+ 5% H2 gas. After measuring the initial density (0), the pre-sintered specimens 
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were sintered isothermally at 1573 K for two hours in a flowing Ar + 5% H2 gas. 

The sintering experiments were conducted using a specially-designed vertical 

furnace where the specimens could be inserted into or withdrawn from the hot zone 

within ~ 1 minute so that the densification during ramping and cooling stages can 

be neglected [7]. The density of the sintered sample () was measured to calculate 

the density increase percentage, ( - 0)/. The mean values measured from 

multiple specimens sintered at identical conditions were reported and the standard 

deviations were used as the error bars.  

Fig. 2.8(a) shows the average density increase percentages for three 

compositions, pure W, W-0.5Ni and W-0.5Ni-0.5Fe (at. %), that were sintered at 

1573 K for two hours. Addition of 0.5 at. % of Ni substantially increased the 

densification of W, which was attributed to the enhanced mass transport in the 

subeutectic quasiliquid IGFs by both modeling and experimental studies [9, 10, 36, 

37], and such Ni-based disordered IGFs have been directly observed by HRTEM 

(Fig. 2(e)) [9, 10]. As shown in Fig. 2.8(a), adding 0.5 at. % of Fe together with 0.5 

at. % of Ni further enhanced sintering. To explain this co-alloying effect, a ternary 

W-Ni-Fe GB  diagram was computed and shown in Fig. 2.8(b), where the three 

relevant composition points are labeled. Fig. 2.8(b) suggests that co-allying of Fe 

can promote GB disordering, which is consistent with experimental observations 

(Fig. 2.8(a)).  The relevant regular-solution parameters of W-Ni-Fe are shown in 

Table 2.1 (𝑋−W
BCC  = 41.5 kJ/mol and the other three are all small); this case is close 

to the case shown in Fig. 2.6(a4). Thus, the enhancement effect is likely due to the 
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large, positive 𝑋−W
BCC , but the current case is more complex (than that shown in Fig. 

2.8(a)) due to the formation of secondary FCC phase (which was represented in 

Fig. 2.6) and the W-Fe binary solutions are more complex than simple regular 

solutions (with high-order, asymmetrical terms in the Redlich-Kister polynomials).       

Furthermore, we systematically computed ternary GB  diagrams for W-Ni-

M (M = Cr, Zr, Co, Fe, Nb and Ti) systems at 1573 K using the CALPHAD data 

from Refs. [80, 81, 84-91], where ternary compounds were represented whenever 

the relevant data exist; otherwise, the ternary systems were built by combining two 

binary systems. First, the computed ternary GB  diagrams with only the BCC and 

liquid phases (without considering the precipitation of any secondary crystalline 

phase) are shown in Fig. 2.9(a). Second, the computed ternary GB  diagrams 

considering all possible phases (or all phases with known thermodynamic data) 

are shown in Fig. 2.9(b). Finally, Fig. 2.9(c) shows the measured density increases 

after 2-hour isothermal sintering of various ternary W-0.5Ni-0.5M (at. %) alloys, 

along with binary W-0.5Ni and W-1Ni (at. %) alloys as the references; the 

measured densifications for these systems generally correlate with calculated λ 

values with the exception of W-0.5Ni-0.5Zr (which will be explained separately). In 

fact, adding Nb and Ti likely enhanced the densification via liquid phase sintering 

since the compositions appeared to be above the solidus lines. Fe is the most 

effective solid-state co sintering aid, where the enhancement was likely due to the 

large, positive 𝑋−W
BCC  (as we have discussed earlier). The computed results 
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predicted Co and Cr to be less effective co sintering aids, consistent with 

experimental observations.    

It is interesting to note that adding Zr decreased the sintering rate in W-

0.5Ni-0.5Zr, as compared with W-0.5Ni and W-1Ni, although the computed λ 

values suggest a small enhancement effect after adding Zr (at the thermodynamic 

equilibrium with the FCC and ZrW2 precipitation; Fig. 2.9(b2)). However, the 

computed GB λ diagram for W-Ni-Zr without the FCC and ZrW2 precipitation (Fig. 

9(a2)) did suggest that adding Zr could suppress GB disordering if the precipitation 

was hindered, which offers a possible explanation for this exception. We note that 

Zr is prone to oxidation, which may be an alternative reason for Zr to suppress 

activated sintering.  

2.6. Applications to Mo-Si-B-M (M = Fe, Co and Ni) quaternary systems 

As the final application example, we used our model and computed GB  

diagrams to select sintering aids to enhance the densification of Mo-Si-B based 

alloys. A prior experimental study reported the effects of various sintering aids on 

enhancing the densification of Mo-8.9Si-7.7Bi (at. %) three-phase alloys, which 

contain the Mo-rich BCC, A15 (Mo3Si) and T2 (Mo5SiB2) phases [92]. Cochran and 

co-workers originally introduced a reactive sintering method to sinter Mo-Si-B 

alloys [93]. Jung et al. found that adding 0.5 at. % of Ni, Co and Fe can further 

enhance the densification (Fig. 2.10(a)), and the effectiveness was ranked as: Ni > 

Co > Fe [92]. At that time, the methods to compute ternary and quaternary GB  

diagrams had not been developed, so that the experimental results were explained 
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based on binary interactions on a qualitative basis in Ref. [92]. Here, we computed 

the relevant ternary and quaternary GB  diagrams to further explain the effects of 

these sintering aids on a more quantitative basis.  

First, we computed a ternary GB  diagram for Mo-Si-B at 1873K (the 

sintering temperature), where we used CALPHAD data of the Mo-Si-B ternary 

system reported in Ref. [94-96] and estimated average general GB energy ( (0)

GB ) 

for pure Mo to be 1 J/m2 using the Turnbull estimation [83]. As shown in Fig. 2.10(b), 

the GBs in Mo-Si-B are highly “dry;” the computed λ value generally increases with 

increase fraction of Si and reaches a maximum at λ  0.55 nm in the Mo-A15-T2 

three-phase region. It should be noted that the computed  value in this three-

phase region represents the average Mo general GBs in Mo-8.9Si-7.7Bi, because 

the chemical potentials in the three-phase region are constant regardless the 

phase fractions. This result is consistent with the general understanding that Mo-

Si-B alloy is difficult to sinter at this temperature [97] (and the reactive sintering 

route [93] has to be used to achieve >90% of the theoretical density (Fig. 2.10(a) 

and (f))).    

Subsequently, we computed pseudo-ternary sections of the GB  diagrams 

for the Mo-Si-B-0.5M (M = Ni, Co and Fe) systems at 1873K  and a fixed atomic 

fraction of 0.5 % M, by combining the Mo-Si-B ternary CALPHAD data [94] with 

Mo-M, M-Si, M-B binary thermodynamic functions adopted from Refs.[82, 98-104]. 

Here, we adopted two simplifications, as follows: (1) M has negligible solubility in 

T2 or A15 phase and (2) no M-containing ternary or quaternary compounds 
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precipitates in the composition region (up to 0.5 at. % M). The computed pseudo-

ternary sections of the GB  diagrams for Mo-Si-B-0.5Ni, Mo-Si-B-0.5Co, and Mo-

Si-B-0.5Fe GB are shown in Fig. 2.10(c-e). It can be found that the computed λ 

values increased significantly (reaching λ > 2 nm in the Mo-A15-T2 three-phase 

region, which corresponds to the chemical potentials of Mo GBs during the 

sintering) after adding 0.5 at. % Ni. Adding 0.5 at. % Co also increased the 

computed λ values to reach > 1 nm in the Mo-A15-T2 three-phase region, while 

adding 0.5 at. % Fe increased the computed λ values moderately. Thus, the 

computed  diagrams can correctly predict the relative effectiveness of these three 

sintering aids (Ni > Co > Fe). With the best sintering aid Ni, the densification could 

be substantially improved after sintering at 1873 K for 12 hour to reach ~97% of 

the theoretical density (Fig. 2.10 (g)), which represents the highest sintered density 

achieved for this alloy. It should be noted that nanometer-thick, impurity-based, 

disordered (quasi-liquid) IGFs have been directly observed by HRTEM in sintered 

Mo-Si-Ni alloys in the prior study [92], suggesting that enhanced densification is 

due to increased transport in these quasi-liquid IGFs.     

2.7. Conclusion 

A quantitative interfacial thermodynamic model has been developed for 

computing GB  diagrams for ternary and quaternary alloys to forecast useful 

trends in GB disordering and related sintering (and potentially a wide range of other 

GB-controlled) properties. Numerical experiments have been conducted for Mo-

Ni-X and W-Ni-X systems to identify the key thermodynamic parameters that 
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control the GB disordering behaviors. Subsequently, the model and computation 

methods have been applied to W-Ni-M (M = Fe, Nb, Ti, Cr, Zr and Co) and Mo-Si-

B-M (M = Ni, Co and Fe) systems. It has been demonstrated that the computed 

GB  diagrams can predict some useful trends in the relative effectiveness of 

various sintering aids.  

In addition to the derivation and validation of the model for N  3 systems, 

a further contribution of the current work is the derivation of a set of equations to 

use CALPHAD-derived data to estimate interfacial energies, which represent a 

more consistent and accurate approach than those used in prior studies of binary 

alloys [7, 29, 36, 37], where the same set of CALPHAD based parameters can be 

used in both bulk and interfacial thermodynamic computations is a self-consistent 

manner.  

In general, it is important to develop GB diagrams for multicomponent alloys, 

where the Edisonian approach is no longer valid to select the optimal combination 

of multiple alloying elements. Practically, multicomponent GB  diagrams can be 

used to understand the interactions of multiple alloying elements at GBs, thereby 

developing co-alloying strategies to control GBs. It should be emphasized that GB 

 diagrams are not yet rigorous GB “phase” (complexion) diagrams with well-

defined transition lines/curves. Nonetheless, multicomponent GB  diagrams can 

be used to forecast some useful trends in GB segregation and disordering, 

representing an important step towards a long-range scientific goal of developing 

interfacial “phase” diagrams as a general materials science tool, which can be 
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used to help accelerating materials design, as well as achieving predictive 

fabrication by design, in the spirit of the Materials Genome Initiative [3, 29, 37].   

Chapter 2, in part, is a reprint of the material "Developing GB diagrams for 

multicomponent alloys" as it appears in Acta Materialia, Naixie Zhou and Jian Luo, 

2015, 91, 202-216. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author 

of this paper. All calculations and data analysis were performed by the author 

except for some of the sintering data. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of   in a hypothetic ternary A-B-C system.   
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Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of the two-step procedure to construct an 

isothermal section of a ternary GB -diagram for W-Ni-Fe at 1673 K. (a) First, 

( BCC

bulkX ) values are computed and plotted at a function of bulk composition 

of the BCC phase without considering the precipitation of any secondary 
crystalline phase. (b) Subsequently, the precipitation of other equilibrium 

secondary phases (FCC and -FeW in this specific case), which limit the 

bulk chemical potentials and  values in two- and three-phase coexistence 

regions, are considered.  The corresponding binary GB  diagrams for (c) 
W-Fe and (d) W-Ni. (e) A HRTEM image showing a nanoscale quasi-liquid 
IGF, adapted from Ref. [15] with permission.  
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Figure 2.3 (a) An uncolored computed GB λ diagram for the average general GBs 
in W-Ni-Fe at 1673 K and (b) the corresponding estimated GB-to-GB variations. 
Panel (a) shows four lines of constant λ (λ = 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 nm), while panel (b) 
only displays two bands that correspond to λ = 0.5 and 2 nm, respectively, for 
clarity.   
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Figure 2.4 Computed GB  diagrams suggesting that adding an alloying element 
X that has a negative (positive) pair-interaction parameter with Mo can inhibit 
(promote) GB disorder. The HRTEM image is adapted from Ref. [19] with 
permission. 
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Figure 2.5 Computed GB λ diagrams for W-Ni-X systems at 1673 K showing that 

the melting temperature of X ( m

XT ) has little impact on GB disordering in the W rich 

region. In this set of numerical experiments, X was assumed to form ideal solutions 
with W and Ni for simplicity.
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Figure 2.6 The effects of varying (a) BCC

W-X , (b) L

W-X , (c) BCC

Ni-X  and (d) L

Ni-X  on the 

computed GB λ diagrams for W-Ni-X systems at 1673 K. These calculations 

assumed that m

XT  = 2000 K and X forms ideal solutions with W and Ni other than 

one regular solution, for which the  value is labeled below the diagram. 
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Figure 2.7 The effects of varying (a) BCC

W-X , (b) L

W-X , (c) BCC

Ni-X  and (d) L

Ni-X  on the 

computed GB λ diagrams for W-Ni-X systems at 1673 K. These calculations 

assumed that m

XT  = 2000 K and X forms ideal solutions with W and Ni other than 

one regular solution, for which the  value is labeled below the diagram. 
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Figure 2.8 (a) The density increases for three specimens (W, W-0.5Ni and W-

0.5Ni-0.5Fe at. %) after sintering at 1573 K for two hours vs. the computed  values 
for these three compositions. Adding 0.5 at. % Ni as a sintering aid significantly 
boosted the densification of W and adding 0.5 at. % Fe as a co (the second) 
sintering aid further enhanced the densification. (b) The corresponding computed 
GB λ diagram for W-Ni-Fe at 1573 K, in which the three selected composition 
points are labeled.   
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Figure 2.9 Computed GB  diagrams for the W-Ni-M (M = Cr, Zr, Co, Fe, Nb and 
Ti) systems at 1573 K considering (a) only the BCC and liquid phases (a.k.a. 
without considering the precipitation of secondary crystalline phases) and (b) all 
possible equilibrium phases, respectively. (c) Calculated λ values generally 
correlate well with the measured density increases after 2-hour sintering at 1573 
K for this series of ternary W-0.5Ni-0.5M (at. %) alloys, along with binary W-0.5Ni 
and W-1Ni (at. %) alloys as the references. Noting that the composition points of 

W-0.5Ni-0.5M (at. %) are outside the plotted regions of these GB  diagrams (that 
are expanded to 0-0.3 % Ni to clearly show the low concentration regions), but 

there are little changes in the computed  values beyond 0.3 at. % Ni.    
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Figure 2.10 (a) The relative effectiveness of adding 0.5 at. % Ni, Co and Fe as 
sintering aids on the final sintered densities of Mo-Si-B alloys after isothermal 
sintering at 1873 K for 3 hours (repotted after the data in Ref. [17]). (b) A computed 
ternary GB λ diagram for Mo-Si-B at 1873 K. (c, d, e) The pseudo-ternary sections 
of GB λ diagrams for the quaternary Mo-Si-B-0.5M systems at 1873 K and a fixed 
atomic fraction of 0.5 at. % M (M = Ni, Co and Fe) (f, g) Additional (new) 
experiments showed that adding 0.5 at. % Ni (the most effective sintering aid 
predicted) substantially increased the densification of Mo-Si-B alloys to 
achieve >97 % of the theoretical density after 12 hours’ sintering at 1873 K. 
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Table 2.1 The regular solution parameters for W-M and Ni-M (M = Ni, Co, Fe, Zr, 

Cr, Ti and Nb) at 1573 K from Ref.  [80, 81, 84-91]. The datum for BCC

Ni-Co  is not 

available so that FCC

Ni-Co  is listed instead (denoted by *). 

M = 
BCC

W-M  

(kJ/mol) 

L

W-M  

(kJ/mol) 

BCC

Ni-M  

(kJ/mol) 

L

Ni-M  

(kJ/mol) 

Ni 82.0 -0.9 / / 

Co 54.7 -16.7 1.3* 1.3 

Fe 41.5 5.8 -1.2 -8.3 

Zr 48.2 9.8 -143 -148 

Cr 31.5 -70 -1.5 -10.3 

Ti 22.8 16.3 -77.2 -95.4 

Nb 0 0 -10.3 -90.6 
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Chapter 3. Calculation and Validation of a GB Complexion Diagram for Bi-

doped Ni 

A GB (GB) “phase” (complexion) diagram is computed via an Ising (lattice) 

type statistical thermodynamic model for the average general GBs in Bi-doped Ni. 

The predictions are calibrated with previously-reported density functional theory 

calculations and further validated systematically by experiments, including both 

new and old aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy 

characterization results as well as prior Auger electron spectroscopy 

measurements. This work supports a major scientific goal of developing GB 

complexion diagrams as an extension to bulk phase diagrams and a useful science 

tool. 

3.1. Introduction 

The development of GB complexion diagram as an extension to bulk phase 

diagrams and a generally-useful materials science tool can help designing and 

engineering materials’ macroscopic properties controlled by GBs. In previous 

chapter, bulk CALPHAD methods are extended to multicomponent systems to 

model coupled GB premelting and prewetting. Subsequently, a class of “GB  

diagrams” are constructed to represent the thermodynamic tendency for general 

GBs to disorder. In this chapter, we computed a GB complexion diagram for 

average general GBs in Bi-doped Ni, for which a recent experimental study found 

ubiquitous formation of a bilayer complexion at virtually all general GBs at 700C 

and 1100C [31]. Furthermore, we constructed complexion diagrams for two 
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special GBs based on the 0K density functional theory (DFT) calculations reported 

in two prior studies [105, 106] for assessing both the lattice model and GB-to-GB 

variations. Subsequently, the computed GB complexion diagram has been 

validated by both direct AC STEM characterization (including new AC STEM 

results for a specimen quenched from 1400C collected in this study and 

previously-reported results for 700C and 1100C [31]) and previously-reported 

AES analysis of GB segregation [107].  

3.2. Method 

The GB energy of a binary A-B alloy can be expressed as: 

 XS XS A A B B

GB GB GB

i

U TS       , (25) 

where Uxs is the excess internal energy, Sxs are the excess entropy, μ’s are bulk 

chemical potentials, and Γ’s are the corresponding GB excesses (adsorption 

amounts). Similar to the free-energy functions of bulk phases, different functions 

of γGB can be written for different GB complexions and their intersections define 

GB transitions, e.g., the occurrence of a premelting transition with increasing 

temperature from low or high Sxs or an adsorption transition with increasing 

chemical potential difference from low to high Γ. In this study, we focus on GB 

adsorption transitions.  

Here, we adopt a Wynblatt-Chatain type multilayer adsorption model [45] to 

formulate an expression of γGB using an Ising type lattice model (assuming that 

each lattice point is occupied by either Ni or Bi atoms). The following expression 
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is derived for a “general” (100) twist GB (to represent the average general   GBs, 

for which the fraction of “broken bonds” is set to match that of typical “random” 

GBs in metals) to represent the average general GBs in Bi-doped Ni: 

𝛾𝐺𝐵 = 2 ∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {0.5(1 − 𝑃)𝑧𝑣𝑁[2𝑋𝐺𝐵
1 (1 − 𝑋𝐺𝐵

1 )𝜔 + 𝑋𝐺𝐵
1 𝑒𝐵𝑖𝐵𝑖 + (1 − 𝑋𝐺𝐵

1 )𝑒𝑁𝑖𝑁𝑖] −

𝑁 ∑ [𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠

𝑖 ]+∞
𝑖=1 + 𝑁𝜔 ∑ [−𝑧(𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝑖 − 𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘)
2

+ 𝑧𝑣(𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 − 𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝑖+1)
2

]+∞
𝑖=1 + 𝑁𝑘𝑇 ∑ [𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝑖 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑋𝐺𝐵

𝑖

𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
) + (1 −+∞

𝑖=1

𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 )𝑙𝑛 (

1−𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖

1−𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
)]}  (26) 

where 𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖  is the fraction of Bi atoms in the i-th layer near the GB core, eNi-Ni (= -

0.73 eV/bond) and eBi-Bi (= -0.38 eV/bond) are bonding energies estimated from 

atomization enthalpies, 𝜔 [= 𝑒𝑁𝑖−𝐵𝑖 − 0.5( 𝑒𝑁𝑖−𝑁𝑖 +  𝑒𝐵𝑖−𝐵𝑖)] is the regular-solution 

parameter (estimated to be -0.017 + 1.1×10-5T eV/bond for Ni-Bi from the 

CALPHAD data [108]), z (= 12) is the total coordination number in FCC, zv (= 4) is 

the number of bonds per atom to one adjacent (100) plane (or zv = 3 for twist (111) 

GBs), P is the fraction of reconnected bonds that is set as 5/6 to let 𝛾𝐺𝐵
(0)

/𝛾𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
(0)

 = 

1/3 to represent an average general GB, and N = 2.5×10-5 mole/m2 is the number 

of the lattice sites per unit area. ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠
𝑖  is the elastic energy in the i-th layer, which 

decreases exponentially with the distance to the GB core (hi ) according to: ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠
𝑖 =

∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠
1 exp [−1.01(ℎ𝑖/𝑟𝐵𝑖)

1.53
], where rBi is the atomic radius of Bi and  ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠

1   (= 0.27 

eV/atom for a Bi atom on the FCC Ni lattice) is obtained from the Friedel model 

[45]. The equilibrium compositional profiles are obtained by minimizing Eq. (26) 

(𝜕𝛾𝐺𝐵/𝜕𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 = 0), leading to a McLean type adsorption equation for each layer: 
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𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖

1−𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 =

𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘

1−𝑋𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
exp (−

∆𝐻𝑠𝑒𝑔
𝑖

𝑅𝑇
) (27) 

where 
i

segH  is the adsorption enthalpy in the i-th layer and its expression can be 

found in Ref. [45]. For given bulk composition (chemical potentials ’s) and 

temperature (T), the equilibrium GB compositional profile and GB energy can be 

obtained from Eq. (26) and Eq. (27) by minimizing GB numerically via an iteration 

method. Then, the GB excess of solute can be calculated via: Γ = 2𝑁 ∑ (𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 − 𝑋𝐶𝑖 ). 

3.3. Results and discussion 

Multiple complexions with different compositional profiles can satisfy Eq. 

(27) for a give set of ’s and T; in such a case, the compositional profile that 

produces the minimum γGB represents the equilibrium complexion and others are 

metastable. If two complexions have the same minimum γGB, a GB transition can 

occur between them and it is first-order if first derivatives of γGB are discontinuous 

at the intersection.    

Fig. 3.1 displays computed normalized GB energy (GB/GB
(0)) and 

adsorption () vs. bulk composition (XBulk) curves for Bi-doped Ni at three different 

temperatures. Here, GB
(0) is computed to be ~1.26 J/m2 for the average general 

GBs in pure Ni, which is consistent with experiments (~1 J/m2) and DFT 

calculations (1.2-1.4 J/m2) [105, 109, 110]. At each temperature, the GB 

undergoes a first-order phase-like (complexion) transformation with increasing 

bulk composition, from a “clean” GB to a bilayer; here, both the “clean” GB and the 

bilayer are nominal as the actual GB excess (), which varies with the chemical 
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potential, is around the nominal value of 0 and 2 monolayers, respectively (Fig. 

3.1). These GB transitions are first-order, as indicated by the discontinuities in the 

slopes in the GB/GB
(0) vs. XBulk curves and finite jumps in the  vs. XBulk curves. 

The first-order GB transition also occur at 1400C, but above the solidus line, so 

that the bilayer is not an equilibrium complexion.  It is interesting to further note 

that the metastable GB transition is nearly continuous at 1400°C (see Fig. 3.1(f)); 

thus, a metastable critical point may exist above 1400°C (in the supersaturated 

region). 

The lattice type models have several limitations. They do not consider 

possible structural changes at GBs (by placing all atoms on the lattice) and rely on 

empirical parameters. Thus, we further compare this model with two prior DFT 

calculations [105, 106] that consider the detailed atomic structures (for selected 

special GBs at T = 0K). Fig. 3.2 compares the (GB - GB
(0)) vs. chemical potential 

difference curves for two general twist GBs calculated using the lattice model and 

CALPHAD data with two independent DFT calculations [105, 106] for one twist GB 

and two tilted GBs at T = 0K. There are several differences between the lattice 

model and DFT calculations. First, the relaxed bilayer structures obtained by DFT 

is less dense than that of the lattice model. Second, 𝛥𝛾𝐺𝐵
𝐵𝐿  at Δμ = 0 is higher for 

DFT results because of the lower . Third, the Bi chemical potentials in the NiBi 

compound obtained from the CALPHAD and DFT are somewhat different (noting 

that the CALPHAD data were fitted with reference to the bulk compound so that 

the relative chemical potentials are likely more important/relevant here). Finally, 
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the lattice model is designed to represent the average general GBs, whereas DFT 

calculations were conducted for two intermediate-energy special tilt GBs: 5 (210) 

and 5 (310) and one low-energy twist GB: 3 (111), for which bilayers are not 

stable as expected [31, 105, 106]. Nonetheless, the comparison shows that the 

relative stabilities of the “clean” vs. bilayer complexions at the average general 

GBs represented the lattice model are between the two DFT calculations for 5 

(210) and 5 (310) tilt GBs [105, 106], which can be more clearly evident in the 

computed GB complexion diagrams shown in Fig. 3.2(c) and will be elaborated 

subsequently.   

We should also note that the difference between two DFT calculations 

represents the anisotropy of complexion transitions. Calculations using the lattice 

model, however, represent “average” general GBs.  In fact, computed  vs.  

curves are almost identical for two types of general twist GBs (Fig. 3.2(a)), both of 

which were selected to represent average general GBs, implying the robustness 

of this lattice model. 

Furthermore, we have computed the GB transition lines and plot them in the 

bulk Ni-Bi phase diagram to construct a GB complexion diagram for Bi-doped Ni, 

as shown in Fig. 3.2(c). In addition, we used the DFT results (obtained for T = 0K) 

reported in two prior studies [105, 106] to calculate the complexion transition lines 

at finite temperatures using the following approximated thermodynamic 

relationship: XcleanBL ≈ Xsolvusexp(-Δμ BL-NiBi/RT), where the Xsolvus is the solvus 

composition calculated by CALPHAD and ΔμBL-NiBi is the chemical potential 
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difference calculated by DFT at T = 0K; this equation assumes that the Ni-Bi forms 

a regular solution and ΔμBL-NiBi is constant independent of  temperature.  

The computed GB complexion diagram in Fig. 3.2(c) shows the stability 

regions for two complexions – a nominally “clean” complexion and a bilayer 

complexion – separated by first-order GB transition lines. All the calculated 

transition lines by different methods and/or for different GBs follow the same trends. 

The transition line calculated from the lattice model and CALPHAD data (to 

represent the average general GBs) is between those for the two special tilt GBs 

calculated based on the 0K DFT data. This suggest that (1) the lattice model 

calibrates well with DFT calculations and (2) there are significant GB-to-GB 

variations (e.g., for the average general GBs and different special GBs) in the 

specific positions of the transition lines, as shown in Fig. 3.2(c), which are well 

expected.  

Our prior study has already demonstrated via AC STEM high-angle annular 

dark-field (HAADF) imaging that bilayers form ubiquitously at solid-liquid 

coexistence (along the solidus line) at 700C and 1100C [31]. In this study, the 

lattice model (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.3) further suggested that bilayer should vanish at 

T > ~1300°C along the solidus line for general GBs. To verify this prediction, we 

conducted an additional experiment to anneal a Ni polycrystalline specimen in 

direct contact with an equilibrium Bi-Ni liquid at 1400C and subsequently 

quenched it to preserve its high-temperature GB configuration. The TEM 

specimens were prepared by a focused ion beam and characterized with AC 
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STEM. Electron backscattering diffraction was used to make sure the selected GB 

is a general GB. Here, we adopted the same experimental procedure as that in the 

prior study [31], except for a specimen annealed and quenched at/from a higher 

temperature of 1400C. The HAADF STEM image, as shown in the top-right corner 

of Fig. 3.3, verified the prediction of the computed GB complexion diagram, i.e., 

the bilayer vanished.  

The occurrence of a first-order GB transition from nominally clean GBs to 

nominal bilayers is also consistent with a prior AES study of GB segregation by 

Chang and Huang [107], who found that a first-order GB transition occurred at 

~400C in Ni + 90 wt. ppm Bi (i.e., XBi  0.0026%) specimens, which falls almost 

exactly on the calculated transition line in the complexion diagram shown in Fig. 

3(a), although the observed transition temperature was higher than that predicted 

in Fig. 3.3(a) for specimens with a higher Bi content (meaning that the slope of the 

GB transition line suggested by that AES study was higher) [107]. Overall, the 

agreements between the computed GB complexion diagram for the general GBs 

(Fig. 3.3(a)) and various experiments (both STEM and AES) are satisfactory. 

3.4. Conclusion and summary 

In summary, we have computed a complexion diagram for the average 

general GBs in Bi-doped Ni using a lattice model and CALPHAD data. The 

computed results are critically assessed with two earlier reports of 0K DFT 

calculations. The computed GB complexion (phase) diagram has been 

systematically validated with experiments, including direct AC STEM 
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characterization (both previously reported data for specimens quenched from 

700C and 1100C [31] and a new experiment on a specimen quenched from 

1400C) and an early AES study of GB segregation [107]. In addition to the earlier 

development GB -diagrams that can forecast the trends in GB disordering and 

related sintering behaviors at high temperatures [7-10, 29, 35], this study 

constructed a more rigorous GB complexion diagram with well-defined transition 

lines that can be verified by experiments. Future research should be conducted to 

compute and validate other GB complexion diagrams to realize a potentially-

transformative scientific goal of constructing more GB complexion diagrams as a 

new materials science tool.    

Chapter 3, in part, is a reprint of the material "Calculation and validation of 

a GB complexion diagram for Bi-doped Ni" as it appears in Scripta Materialia, 

Naixie Zhou, Zhiyang Yu, Yuanyao Zhang, Martin P. Harmer, and Jian Luo, 2017, 

130, 165-169. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of 

this paper. All experiments and data analysis were performed by the author except 

for the sample preparation and TEM characterization data. 
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Figure 3.1 Calculated normalized GB energy (γGB/γGB
(0)) vs. bulk Bi composition 

(XBi) curves for Bi-doped Ni at (a) 700°C, (b) 1100°C, and (c) 1400°C, respectively, 
and the corresponding computed GB excesses of the solute (Γ’s) at (d) 700°C, (e) 
1100°C, and (f) 1400°C, respectively. GB complexion transitions occur when 
γGB/γGB

(0) vs. XBi curves for the “bilayers” (red lines) and the “clean” GBs (blue lines) 
intersect. The first-order transitions correspond to the abrupt increases (finite 
jumps) of absorption in (d)-(f) or the associated discontinuities in the slopes in (a)-
(c). The metastable regions of the complexions are represented by dashed lines. 
The dotted lines in (c) and (f) represent the oversaturated (metastable) region 
beyond the bulk solidus composition (that would occur only if the formation of the 
liquid phase was inhibited). Noting that the metastable GB transition is nearly 
continuous at 1400°C, as shown in (f), so that a metastable critical point may exist 
above 1400°C..   
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of computed relative GB energies ( = GB
bilayer - GB

(0)) of 
the Bi-based bilayers at Ni GBs as functions of Bi chemical potential ΔμBi at T = 0K 
using (a) a Wynblatt-Chatain type lattice model for two general twist GBs to 
represent the average general GBs and (b) DFT calculations for three special GBs 

in two prior studies: a 5(210) tilt GB and a 3(111) twist GB from Ref. [105] as 

well as a 5(310) tilt GB from Ref. [106], and the computed GB complexion 
diagram of Bi-doped Ni in (c) for average general GBs using a lattice model and 

CALPHAD data and two special 5 GBs calculated based on previously-reported 
DFT data [105, 106] (the approximated approach described in text). In the 
complexion diagrams, black solid lines represent bulk phase boundaries and 
purple dashed lines indicate the calculated first-order GB transition lines from 
“clean” to “bilayer” complexions. The difference between these calculated 
transition lines in (c) corresponds to the calculation error and GB variations.   
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Figure 3.3 Computed GB complexion diagram for Bi-doped Ni for average general 
GB using a lattice model and CALPHAD data plotted with STEM images that 
verified the diagram. Black solid lines represent bulk phase boundaries and purple 
dashed lines indicate the calculated first-order GB transition lines from “clean” to 
“bilayer” complexions. The STEM specimens correspond to three different 
processing conditions on the diagram that are labeled by number 1,2,3. 
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Chapter 4. Systematics of GB Adsorption Transitions 

A systematics of GB adsorption transitions is derived for Using an Ising type 

lattice GB model. A normalized segregation strength is defined to represent the 

effects of mixing energy, solute strain and differential bonding energies as well as 

the misorientation for symmetrical twist boundaries, which is shown to be a 

dominant factor in controlling adsorption transition behaviors. Various types of GB 

adsorption transitions are represented in three-dimensional spaces of the 

normalized segregation strength, reduced temperature, and chemical potential 

difference. For a strong segregation system with a large normalized segregation 

strength, a series of layering transitions occur at low temperatures; these first-order 

transitions end at GB roughing temperatures, above which the adsorption 

transitions become continuous. For a weak segregation system with a small 

normalized segregation strength, the layering transitions lump into thin-thick 

(prewetting) transitions without well-defined quantum numbers, analogous to the 

Cahn critical-point wetting model. The derivation of this systematics of high-

temperature GB adsorption transitions, which exhibit phenomenological 

similarities to the cases of multilayer adsorption of inert gas molecules on the 

surfaces of attractive substrates, enriches the classical GB segregation/adsorption 

theory.  

4.1. Introduction 

GB adsorption undergo transitions, is one important physical phenomenon. 

Various lattice type GB statistical models were developed to describe GB 
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adsorption as a function of temperature and bulk concentration as discussed in 

Chapter 1. In 1957, McLean first proposed a classical GB adsorption model [54] in 

analogy to the Langmuir surface adsorption model [111]. His model considers fixed 

adsorption sites per unit area (monolayer region) at a GB and the model also 

assumes ideal interactions between components in both bulk and GBs. Hondros 

and Seah [41] extended McLean model by including the adsorbate-adsorbate 

interaction at GBs uses analogues of the surface adsorption theories by Fowler-

Guggenheim [112], and the model suggests the existence of first order adsorption 

transition in systems with strong adsorbate-adsorbate attraction at GBs. Wynblatt 

and Chatain simulated solid state prewetting/wetting transition using a more 

sophisticated GB adsorption model [44, 45] that considers multilayer adsorption 

sites at GBs and more realistic regular solution interactions. More recently, 

Rickman formulated a Ising type lattice gas GB model [47] in analogy to classical 

multilayer lattice gas type surface adsorption model [113], by which, he simulated 

a series of first order layering adsorption transitions in Cu-Ag system. While prior 

theories or modeling studies mostly focus on describing one particular type of GB 

transitions, this study aims to establish a systematics of GB adsorption transitions 

that include wetting, prewetting, layering, and roughening, as well the transitions 

among different behaviors, and further describe the GB adsorption transition 

behaviors systematically in a small set of normalized parameters.    

4.2. Ising type lattice gas GB model 
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In an Ising type lattice gas model, the adsorption near a symmetrical twist 

GB (with an arbitrary twist angle, to represent a general boundary) in a binary A-B 

system can be described on a set of lattice sites, each of which is represented by 

a variable nk = 0 (for the occupation of a solvent atom A) or 1 (for that of a solute 

atom B). Since a solute atom near the GB core has a different bonding environment 

and (typically larger) free volume, it can have different (e.g., lower) energy 

(enthalpy) from that inside the bulk, which is characterized by a GB potential Vk. 

The total energy of the system in a respective microstate can be expressed as: 

𝐸 = ℋ − 𝑁𝐵𝛥𝜇  0.5 kl k k

k l k k

J V n


       (28) 

where ℋ is the Hamiltonian of the GB system, NB = 
k

k

n  is the total number of 

solutes, and 𝛥𝜇 =  𝜇𝐵 − 𝜇𝐴 is the chemical potential difference between solute and 

solvent, k and l label the lattice sites, and Jkl is the pairwise interaction. For 

simplicity, it is assumed that the GB potential Vk only depends on the distance 

between the site and the central/twist plane at the GB core; an Ising type pair 

interaction is adopted where J = ω for two different nearest neighboring species 

(𝑛𝑘 ≠ 𝑛𝑙 ) and J = 0 otherwise.  

For a tilted GB, under Bragg-Williams approximation, Eq. (28) can be written 

as: 

 2 ii i i

i

N J S T X V          (29) 
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where N is the lattice per unit area, the prefactor 2 corresponds to the summation 

of two sides of the symmetric GB, 
iJ is the average total pair interaction energy 

per atom on ith GB layer, iS  is ith layer’s average mixing entropy per atom and Xi 

is ith layer’s average solute composition (also can be viewed as the possibility of 

one GB site on ith layer occupied by a solute atom). The average total pair 

interaction energy on ith GB layer is: 

 1 1 1 1(z 2 )(1 ) 0.5 (1 ) (1 ) (1 ) (1 )i v i i v i i i i i i i iJ z X X z X X X X X X X X               

 (30) 

where z and the number is the total coordinate number per atom, zv is the number 

of out layer bonds (bonds with one of the adjacent layer) and N is the number of 

site per unit area. In eq. (30), the first term corresponding to the interaction 

between atoms within the same layer and the second term within the square 

brackets corresponds to the interactions between adjacent layers. Eq. (30) can be 

rearranged as  

   
2 2

1 1(1 ) 0.5 0.5i i i v i i v i iJ z X X z X X z X X           (31) 

where the first term is the interaction energy for GB layers with uniform composition 

at Xi and the rest terms are the extra energy due to through layer compositional 

gradient.  

The ideal mixing in the configure entropy is: 

 ln (1 ) ln(1 )i B i i i iS k X X X X      (32) 
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By combining eq. (29-32), we could rewrite eq. (29) into: 

      2

12 (1 ) ln (1 ) ln(1 )i i v i i B i i i i i i

i

N z X X z X X k T X X X X V X               

(33) 

We note that the model derived is similar to Rickman’s GB model [47] which is 

developed based on cubic lattice while Rickman’s model also considers low angle 

GB composed by discrete dislocations (Read-Shockley type GB model) in which 

GB potential may only be translational invariant along dislocation lines. 

  In Eq. (33),   is the grand potential referenced to a “clean” GB, which is 

essentially the GB energy reduction due to adsorption: 

 (0) (0)

max- 2GB GB A Ai N      (34) 

where γGB and 
(0)

GB  is the GB energy with adsorption/segregation and GB energy 

of pure solvent respectively, 2imaxN is the total number of atoms in the system and 

(0)

A  is the chemical potential of pure solvent.  

At a given temperature T and bulk composition Xbulk (that defines the 

equilibrium chemical potentials), the equilibrium composition profile, that 

corresponds to the minimum in Eq. (33) or (34) with respect to the boundary 

condition, can be obtained by / 0iX   , leading to a set of McLean type 

segregation equations: 

exp
1 1

seg

i bulk i

i bulk B

X X H

X X k T

 
  

   
 (35a) 
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   1

1 12 2seg

i i bulk i v i i iH V z X X z z X X X 

 
          (35b) 

where
seg

iH  is the segregation energy and we note that X0 = X1 because the 0-th 

layer is the 1-st GB layer on the other side for symmetric GBs. For convenience, 

ν(i) ≡ Vi/V1 is introduced to describe the decaying of GB potential with i increase 

where V1, as the first layer GB potential, represents the magnitude of the potential, 

specifically ν(1) = 1 and ν(∞) = 0.  

All energetic terms in Eq. (35) are normalized with respect to the mixing 

energy zω: the thermal energy kBT is normalized to T/TC where TC = zω/2kB is the 

critical temperature of phase separation and Δμ is normalized to Δμ/zω. A unit less 

quantity namely normalized segregation strength is further introduced as: 

𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 ≡ -2V1/zω  (36) 

where the prefactor 2 counts both sides of the symmetric GB. 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 reflects the 

relative tendency of segregation against phase separation and it also represents 

the overall effects of the interactions between the components as reflected by the 

mixing energy zω, the bonding energies’ difference between the components in 

the pure state and the solute strain energy term arising from size differences 

between solute and solvent atoms, and the GB anisotropy [44, 45]. 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 

considering these effects can be quantitatively formulated using Wynblatt-Chatain 

model. For example, for a (100) twisted GB in FCC system, it can be derived that: 

 
11/4 1

2
0.4sin

2
seg v bond elz e E z


  

 
        

 
  (37) 
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where   is the misorientation angle of GBs, Δebond stand for the differential 

bonding energy between solute and solvent,   is a constant and elE  is the solute 

strain energy.  

4.3. Lattice gas model for more general interfacial segregation/adsorption 

modeling. 

As Fig. 4.1 shows, the lattice gas GB model is isomorphic to other lattice 

gas interfacial models used in physical absorption or surface segregation. Here we 

specify the major similarities and differences among lattice gas models for GB 

segregation, surface segregation and physical absorption: 

1) Lattice gas model for physical absorption considers only one component 

and the lattice sites are described with occupied or empty state. Liquid phase and 

gas phase are characterized by the average occupation density of lattice sites. GB 

and surface segregation model consider binary systems and lattice sites also have 

two states which are solvent occupied or solute occupied state. Solvent rich phase 

and solute rich phase are described by low and high average composition 

respectively. An analogy can be made between solute rich state in GB (or surface) 

segregation with liquid state in physical absorption which both correspond to 

average n close to 1.  

2) There is only one type of interaction between atoms for physic absorption 

while for GBs (or surface) there are three types of atom interactions (interactions 

between solute-solute, solute-solvent and solvent-solvent). The attractive 

interactions between adatoms in lattice gas physical absorption model play a 
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similar role as the repulsive interactions between solute-solvent atoms in lattice 

gas GB model, though the absolute magnitude of interaction should be much 

smaller for adatoms than chemical bonding in solid phase. 

3) The physic origins of interfacial potentials are different for physical 

absorption on substrate and interface segregation in solid phase. The adatom-

substrate interactions are real interactive forces (e.g. van der Waals forces or 

electrostatic force) for physical absorption while GB (or surface) potentials are 

produced indirectly from the GB and bulk regions’ difference of bonding condition 

and elastic properties, therefore the magnitude of the interfacial potentials V and 

the decaying functional of potentials ν should be different for gas absorption and 

GB (or surface) segregation, also we may expect the surface potential will be larger 

than GB potential since surface has more broken bonds than GB.   

Due to the similarity in the mathematic expressions of these three models, 

the results presented for lattice gas GB model will able to be generalized to the 

phenomenon in physical absorption and surface segregation.  

4.4. Comparison of the Wynblatt-Chatain GB model and the lattice gas model 

Segregation isotherms by a lot of existing lattice based GB segregation 

models can be resolved to a common form as eq. (36) while the model differences 

are reflected in the model parameters choosing and formalisms of GB potential 

functional as Table 4.1 summarized. In this study, we choose Wynblatt-Chatain 

model’s GB potential formalism for numeric calculations of GB complexion 
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thermodynamics. In the following part, a detailed derivation will be demonstrated 

for the extraction of GB potential from Wynblatt and Chatain model [44].  

Wynblatt and Chatain have derived previously the free energy of GBs 

through a similar scheme as the lattice gas GB model [44]. The major difference 

between lattice gas GB model and Wynblatt-Chatain model is that Wynblatt and 

Chatain considered non-zero bonding energies between same type of atoms and 

a fraction the bonds crossing the GB plane are assumed to be broken. GB energy 

expression according to the Wynblatt-Chatain formulism then can be derived for a 

symmetric twisted GB with Jmax = 1 (bonds length will not exceed layer thickness) 

as [44, 114]: 

 

1 1 1 1

2 2

1

1

1

( 1) 2 (1 ) (1 ) 2

min 2 ( ) 2 ( )

2 ln( ) (1 ) lni i

i

v BB AA i el

i

GB i v i i

i i

X X

B i iX X

i

P z N X X X e X e N X E

zN X X z N X X

Nk T X X



  

 

 





 
         

 
 

     
 
    
   



 



   (38) 

where P is the fraction of crossing GB bonds which remain connected. i

elE  is the 

strain energy that can be release by switching a bulk solute with a solvent at i-th 

GB layer and i

elE decreases exponentially with the distance to the GB core (hi) 

according to:  
1.53

1 exp 1.01 /i i

el el BE E h r    
  

 where rB is the atomic radius of B; 

1

elE  is given by the Friedel model. Using the relationship that: (0) ( 1)GB v AAP z Ne   , 

we could rewrite eq. (38) into:  
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  (39) 

Eq. (39) essentially adopt the same formulism of eq. (35) by the relations:  

11
1 12

1

( 1) ( ) ( 1) (1 )i v BB AA el v

i

i el

V P z e e E P z X

V E





       


 

  (40a) 

1
ln( ) (1 2 )

X

B X
k T z X 

 
       (40b) 

 (0) 2ln 1solvent solvent Bk T X X z         (40c) 

Thus it can be seen that the Wynblatt-Chatain model is mathematically equivalent 

to lattice gas GB model with all the effects of strain energy and broken bonds 

crossing the GB plane summarized within the GB potential. It should be noted that 

the first layer GB potential (the third term of eq. 40a) is dependent on the X1.  Since 

the atomization enthalpy of elements (enn) is usually one to two magnitude larger 

than the mixing enthalpies (ω), the composition dependent term is here omitted in 

the quantification of normalized segregation strength 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 in this study: 

1(1 ) ( ) 2 /seg v BB AA elP z e e E z          (41) 

which is a more general form of Eq. (37). According to eq. (41), the differential 

bonding energy (eBB – eAA) only influence V1 while 
i  is mainly determined by the 

strain energy ΔEel’s fraction in V1 which is defined as 1

1/strain elf E V  . Fig. 4.2 
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shows the relationship between fstrain and ΔEel by the Wynblatt-Chatain model with 

which νi by Rickman’s model is also compared.  

4.5. Systematics of GB adsorption at 0K 

At this point of description, there leaves only three parameters to specify a 

GB system according to the lattice gas GB model: 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔, νi and zv/z, by knowing 

which GB adsorption and energy as a function of T/TC  and Δμ/zω can be solved 

using Eq. (33) and (35). First, we focus only on the influence of 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 and leave νi 

and zv/z being fixed. The ground states of GB adsorptions at T = 0 K are analyzed, 

where exact analytical solutions can be obtained because the thermal energy 

(effects of mixing entropy) vanishes and GB compositions Xi  equal to either 1 or 

0. The resultant GB ground states are labeled by a quantum number n = 0, 1, 2 … 

which is number of layers fully occupied by solutes on one side of a GB, and the 

absorptions are Γ = 2n because of symmetric GBs. The grand potentials for the nth 

state can be derived from Eq. (33) as:  

( )
1 1 1

1

(z ) 2 2 (z )
n

n

v seg i

i

z z n      



        (42) 

where the superscript (n >1) is the quantum number of states and 
(0)

0   for clean 

GB state. 0K GB absorption diagram as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 can be solved exactly 

from Eq. (42) by finding the GB state with minimum   as a function of Δμ and 

seg . Then GB systems are classified into three types according to their seg  value: 

strong segregation system (i.e. 1seg  ), intermediate segregation system (i.e. 
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0.6seg  ) and weak segregation system (i.e. 0.3seg  ). For strong segregation 

systems, GBs have a complete sequence of adsorption states from n = 0 to ∞ (∞ 

also represents the complete wetting condition), following which GBs transit from 

“clean” state to higher quantum state with the increase of Δμ and become complete 

wetting at coexistence. The transition between the nth and (n+1)th states (which are 

noted as 〈𝑛 ↔ 𝑛 + 1〉 transition in the rest of the text) occurs when 
( ) ( 1)n n

  : 

0 1 1 1 1
2

n n 1 1 1
12

(z )

(z )

v seg

seg i

z z  

   

  

  



  

 





     (43) 

1n n


 
  increases with the decrease of seg  because GBs of weaker segregation 

strength requires more chemical driving force to form layered adsorptions. In lower

seg  region, GB systems enters intermediate segregation strength region, which 

are distinguished by an incomplete layering transition sequence: [0, n, n+1… ∞] 

(n > 1). In such cases, the 0th state transits to the nth state directly (in the absence 

of the 1st to (n-1)th states) if seg  < 0 n

seg
  where the subscript denotes the vanishing 

of 1st to (n-1)th states. 0 n

seg
  can be solved by letting 

(0) ( 1) ( )n n

   : 

1
1

0 1

1

2 ( 1)
n

n

seg v i n

i

z z n  




 



 
   

 
   (44) 

and the direct 〈0 ↔ 𝑛〉 transition chemical potential can be solved from 
(0) ( )n

   

as: 

0 1 1 1 11
2

1

(z )
n

n

v seg i

i

n z z n  
    



       (45) 
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For weak segregation strength systems, GBs remain clean at all chemical 

potentials at 0K because the intrinsic driving force of segregation is too weak to 

drive the layered complexion states’ formation. The occurrence of such condition 

should satisfy that 
( ) (0)

1,2..

n

n 

   , therefore the critical value 0

seg
  under 

which GB is clean at 0K can be solved by letting 
( )

0

0




 

   as:  

1

0 1

1

2seg v i

i

z z 




 



 
  

 
    (46) 

4.6. Systematics of GB adsorption transitions at finite temperature 

Using Wynblatt-Chatain model’s formulism of GB potentials, we calculated 

GB adsorptions as a function of Xbulk and T for a strong segregation system with 

seg =1 and a weak segregation system with seg  = 0.4 as shown in Fig. 4.4. In the 

calculation, we considered for a FCC (100) twist GB and employed eq. (37) as GB 

potential functional. For the modeled system’s parameters, we use z = 12, zv = 4 

GB, P is set to be 5/6 to represent a “general GB” in the following calculation so 

that the GB energy is 1/3 of the surface energy for a pure element. GB potential 

decaying function is set to be:  

νi = fstrainexp[-1.21(i-1)1.53]  (47) 

which is derived according to Friedel model using a hypothetic lattice constant 3.61 

angstrom.  

The strong segregation system inhabits the adsorption transition behaviors 

at 0 K showing three sequential layering adsorption transitions, which are 
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associated with sharp increases of GB absorptions, transitions to higher adsorption 

(i.e. 4th) states are not shown for convenience in Fig. 4.4 because these transitions 

occur at the compositions very close to the edge of miscibility gap. These 

adsorption transitions are prewetting transitions, through which GBs become 

complete wetting at coexistence with the increase of Xbulk. The transition lines 

extend to critical temperatures Tcrit, above which the first order adsorption 

transitions become continual. The transition behaviors in this case echo the prior 

Rickman’s modeling work [47]. Unlike the strong segregation case possessing 

series of layered adsorption states, the weak segregation GB system only has one 

single thin-thick transition and the equilibrium adsorptions before and after the 

transition are not integral number of monolayers. Specifically, the transition line 

intersects with the miscibility gap at the wetting temperature Tw ~ 0.4Tc, below 

which GB is always clean at all composition while above which GB become 

complete wetting within the miscibility gap. Such transition behaviors are similar to 

the solid state prewetting/wetting phenomenon modeled by Wynblatt and Chatain 

[44] and also analogous to the Cahn’s critical wetting model [46].  

In Fig. 4.5, we further demonstrate a complete systematics of GB 

complexion transition using a 3-D type GB transition diagram constructed by 

combining series of calculated 2-D GB diagrams. In the 3-D diagram, GB transition 

hyper surfaces separating discrete adsorption states are plotted with the line of 

complete wetting and lines of critical points. With the 3-D GB transition diagram, a 

complete adsorption behaviors evolution map according to seg variation can be 
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captured. For strong segregation systems with large seg , i.e. seg  = 1, GB 

adsorption increases stepwisely with the increase of Δμ through layering 

transitions and the GB states have a complete sequence of quantum number. Also, 

GB is always wet at coexistence. With the decreasing of seg , the 〈0 ↔ 1〉  

transition lines shift towards the direction of Δμ increase and the stable region of 

1st GB state shrinks and when 
1 2

seg seg 


 , the 〈0 ↔ 1〉  transition and the 〈1 ↔ 2〉 

transition merges together to form a direct 〈0 ↔ 2〉 transition and 1st GB state is no 

longer stable. Correspondingly, at 
0 2

seg


which defines the onset of medium 

segregation strength system, the 〈1 ↔ 2〉 transition surface starts to intersect with 

the 〈0 ↔ 1〉 transition surface on the 3-D GB diagram. With further reduction of 

seg , the 2nd GB state stable region shrinks until 〈0 ↔ 2〉 and 〈2 ↔ 3〉 transitions 

coalesce into a direct 〈0 ↔ 3〉 transition at seg = 
0 3

seg


. When seg < 
0 3

seg


, there is 

only one transition, which intersects with the coexistence boundary at Tw = 0K 

when 
0

seg seg 


  where 
0

seg


 
 defines the occurrence of weak segregation 

systems. Below 
0

seg


 , the GB adsorption behavior is analogous to the 

description of Cahn’s theory of critical wetting and Tw raises with further reducing 

seg . On the 3-D transition diagram, all transition lines shift towards lower Δμ at 

higher T suggesting that GB adsorption states’ formation is driven by both thermal 

energy and chemical energy. Interestingly, all transitions’ Tcrit are weakly 

dependent on the variation of seg  as all 𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
〈0↔𝑛〉

 (n ≥ 1) are around 0.7Tm and all 
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𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
〈𝑛↔𝑛+1〉 

 are close to 0.4Tm in these calculations. Tcrit can be solved from Landau 

theory of phase transitions, which states that first order transition become second 

order if 
2

2
0



  
 

 

 at transition point where   is the order parameter. Let   be 

Γ, we can solve Tcrit approximately by letting 

2

2
min 0

pwcT

  
 

 
 and assuming Γ ≈ 

2[(n-1)+Xn] as:  

0 1

1 1

1       ( =1)

1 2     ( >1) 

n

crit v c

n n

crit v c

T z z T n

T z z T n

 

  

     


    

   (48) 

Based on Eq. (12), seg  =1 are estimated to be  𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
〈0↔1〉

   = 0.67Tc and 𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
〈1↔2〉

  = 0.33 

Tc which are close to the numeric results shown in Fig. 4.6(b). With the obtained 

systematics of GB transition, the distinct observations of layering GB transition and 

prewetting/wetting GB transitions in prior studies [44, 47] can be well united into 

this coherent 3-D transition diagram with their major differences summarized into 

the variation of single factor seg . We also note that the derived GB systematics is 

also analogous to the systematics of inert gas molecules’ adsorption on the 

surfaces of attractive substrates [113].  

4.7. More factors influencing the systematics of GB transitions 

In the previous calculations, the broken bonds fraction P is fixed so 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 is 

determined by differential bonding energy (eaa – ebb) and strain energy ΔEel. If we 

consider GBs in a certain binary system with fixed (eaa – ebb) and ΔEel, the bonding 
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conditions of different GBs can also cause the variation of 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 hence result in the 

anisotropy of GB segregation. According to Wynblatt-Chatain model, the functional 

relation between twist angle Δθ and broken bond fraction P for a twisted (100) GB 

of FCC system is expressed as: 

 1/4(1 ) 0.18sin 2P      (49) 

and 
elE  is also proportional to the GB free volume which is linear to broken bonds 

ratio: 

1 (1 )el elE P E       (50) 

where   is an adjustable proportionality constant and 
elE  is the total solute 

atom’s strain energy in the bulk. Combining eq. (49) and (50) with eq (7s), 
seg can 

be rewritten as a function of Δθ as Eq. (37). Eq. (37) shows that changing 
seg  by 

increasing twist angle   is equivalent to increasing the sum of ( )BB AAe e  and 

elE . Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 compared GB complexion diagrams of at same 
seg  but 

different  , ( )BB AAe e  and 
elE  which shows that all GB behaviors well follow 

the systematics of GB transitions as a function of 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔 as discussed in the main 

text. Specifically, low Δθ and high  BB AAe e  or 
elE  GBs have the same GB 

diagram as high Δθ and low  BB AAe e  or 
elE  GBs when their 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔  equal, 

suggesting that low misorientation GBs with strongly segregating solutes could 

have the same adsorption behavior as high misorientation GBs with weakly 
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segregating solute when two cases share the same seg . Therefore, seg  is able to 

represent not only the intrinsic segregation tendency of solutes but also the effect 

of GB anisotropy. 

In addition to seg , the range of GB potential (which is characterized by the 

GB potential decaying function νi) also influences the GB adsorption transition 

behaviors. In order to demonstrate the influence of GB potential range, we further 

compared two series of GB complexion diagrams derived using long range GB 

potential and short range GB potential separately. As shown in Fig. 4.10, the key 

characteristics of GB adsorption behaviors are similar as discussed previously. But 

with long range GB potential (larger νi), the stable chemical potential window of 2nd 

and 3rd states are much wider than short range GB potential case (smaller νi), in 

which only 2nd has a narrow stable region beside the coexistence line and no 

obvious stable region of the 3rd state can be observed. Such observation based on 

numeric results are consistent with Eq. (43)’s analytic description, implying that 

changing GB potential range (νi) will only influence the transitions between n ≥ 1 

GB states. 

Similar to νi, zv/z can also change the wetting temperature, transition 

chemical potential and roughing temperature as described by Eq. (43-47). In Fig. 

4.8, GB complexion behaviors for GBs with different lattice structures are 

compared. Two cases were compared: the first case is (100) twisted GB in FCC 

with zv/z = 1/3 and FCC and Cubic systems with zv/z = 1/6. The transition line 

position and the transition critical temperatures are different for two cases. Such 
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difference is consistent with the analytic expressions derived in the main text which 

shows the quantitative relationship between zv/z, 𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑔,νi, Δμ(transition) and Tcrit. But 

the general trend of GB transition systematics is independent of the choice of νi, 

zv/z that high seg systems have series of layering transitions and low seg  systems 

adopt one prewetting transition. Therefore, seg  can be concluded as the dominant 

factor controlling the GB absorption behaviors in the lattice type GB systems.  

4.8. Summary and conclusion. 

In summary, using a lattice type Ising GB model, we examined the 

systematic transition behaviors of GBs. A normalized segregation strength seg  is 

introduced to represent the overall effects of strain, differential bonding energies, 

the misorientation of symmetrical twist boundaries as well as the mixing energy. 

By varying seg  , we constructed 3-D GB transition GB in three-dimensional 

spaces of the seg , T/Tm and Δμ. The 3-D transition diagram shows that strong 

segregation systems with large seg  undergoes series layering transitions while in 

weak segregation systems with a small seg , the layering transitions merges into 

thin-thick (prewetting) transitions. Specifically, a series of analytic expressions are 

derived to quantitatively describe the transition as a function of  seg , T/Tm and Δμ. 

Such systematics can also be practically useful, with which, real materials’ GB 

transitions tendency can be predicted conveniently by estimating seg  

quantitatively.  For example, solutes with high cohesive energy difference and high 
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atomic size difference such as Ni-Bi, Cu-Bi, Cu-Ag systems have strong intrinsic 

segregation tendency and they adopt seg  > 1 typically for average GBs and 

expected to form layered GB complexions according to the 3-D GB diagrams. This 

is generally consistent with experiments observations and atomic modeling [31, 32, 

52]. Additionally, the derived systematics of GB transitions is able to cover different 

GB adsorption behaviors studied in prior studies, also it exhibits phenomenological 

similarities to various the cases of multilayer adsorption of inert gas molecules on 

the surfaces of attractive substrates, enriches the classical GB 

segregation/adsorption theory.   
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Figure 4.1 Schematics of the interface segregation and absorption modeled by 
lattice gas type model. Vk represents the interfacial potential, k and l are kth and 
lth lattice site with Jkl denoting the interaction between the two sites. 
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of GB potential decaying functions (νi ). Lines (a) to (c) 
correspond to the functional according to Wynblatt-Chatain model at different 
strain energy fraction (fstrain = 1, 0.5, 0) values and line (d) νi = i -4 is from Rickman’s 
model. 
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of complexion diagrams at T  0 K for GBs with different 
GB potential decaying functions νi and out-layer bonds ratio zv/z. The diagrams are 

shown in the axis of normalized segregation strength seg and normalized chemical 
potential difference Δμ(zω)-1. n denotes the quantum number of GB complexion. 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of calculated GB adsorption transitions for a typical strong 

(seg = 1) and a typical weak segregation system (seg = 0.4). In the calculation, the 
GB potential decaying functional is set as νi = 0.5exp[-1.24(i-1)1.53]. The left panel 
is the schematics of GB adsorption state formation sequence upon increase bulk 
composition. (a) and (c) are the calculated absorption vs composition at different 
temperatures where the dash lines corresponding to the GB absorption states 
before and after GB transition. Those transitions become continual above the 
roughening temperature Tcrit plotted with solid dots. (b) and (d) are the calculated 
absorption transition diagram at the axis of X and T, in which GB transition lines 
are illustrated with colored lines and bulk phase boundaries are drawn with black 
lines.  
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Figure 4.5 GB adsorption diagram in the axis of Δμ, T, seg assembled from serious 

of 2-D Δμ, T, which is plotted with its cross-sections along the seg  axis. In the 
calculation, the GB potential decaying functional is set as νi = 0.5exp[-1.24(i-1)1.53]. 
In (a), Δμ = 0 plane at is the bulk coexistence boundary below which is solvent rich 
single phase domain, the three GB transition hyper surfaces are colored in red, 

blue and green to represent 〈0,1〉, 〈1,2〉 and 〈2,3〉  transitions respectively and the 
edges of those transition surfaces plotted with colored lines correspond to the 
critical points of these transitions, near the origin is the nonwetting region within 
which GBs are always clean at all chemical potentials. (b-d) are the cross-sections 

of 3-D GB diagrams along seg direction that correspond to the 2-D complexion 

diagrams of seg = 1, seg = 0.7, seg = 0.3 respectively. (e) is the 0 K cross section 
of 3-D GB diagram that is already demonstrated in Figure. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of 3-D GB diagrams of same seg systems with different GB 
potential range (which is controlled by GB potential decaying functional νi). Change 
of the GB potential range is realized by varying factor f  in νi = fexp[-1.24(i-1)1.53]. 
(a) is the case with f = 0 where GB potential is limited to only the nearest GB layer, 
(b) is the case with  f = 1 (please refer to Fig. 3a for f = 0.5).  
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of computed GB complexion diagrams for normalized 

segregation strength (seg from 0.2 to 1) where segregation is driven by different 
solute strain energy fraction (fstrain = 0, 0.5 and 1). 
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Figure 4.8 GB diagrams shared by two different cases: one has low misorientation 
angles Δθ and high differential bonding energy Δeii (ebb- eaa = 6zω/zv), while the 
other has high Δθ but low Δeii (ebb- eaa = 4zω/zv). 
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Figure 4.9 GB diagrams shared by two different cases: one has low misorientation 
angles Δθ and high solute strain energy ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙

∞ (β∆𝐸𝑒𝑙
∞ = 3zω/zv), while the other has 

high Δθ but low ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙
∞ (β∆𝐸𝑒𝑙

∞ = 2zω/zv).  
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Figure 4.10 Calculated GB complexion diagrams for different GB structures which 
correspond to different out-layer bond ratio (zv/z). 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of key parameters adopted by different lattice type GB 
models 

 zv/z ω imax νi 

Mclean[54] 0 0 =1 / 

Fowler-Guggenheim[112] 0 0  =1 / 

Wynblatt-Ku[45, 115] > 0 0  =1 / 

Wynblatt-Chatain[44] > 0 0  > 1 fexp[A(1-i)1.53] * 

The Rickman[47] 1/6 0  > 1 i-4 

zv/z is the ratio of bonds connecting one adjacent layer divided by total coordinates. 
ω is the regular solution parameter. imax is the farthest GB layer sequence 
considered by the model. ν is the GB potential decaying function. 
* f and A are constants which can be quantified from lattice geometry and strain 
energy fraction at GB potential. Exact expression can be found in ref. [44, 55] 
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Chapter 5. Stabilization of Nanocrystalline Alloys at High Temperatures via 

Utilizing High-Entropy GB Complexions 

Bulk computational thermodynamics are extended to model binary 

poly/nanocrystalline alloys by incorporating GB energies computed by a multilayer 

adsorption model. A new kind of stability diagram for equilibrium-grain-size 

poly/nanocrystalline alloys is developed. Computed results for Zr-doped Fe are 

validated by prior experiments and provide new physical insights regarding 

stabilization of nanoalloys and its relation to solid-state amorphization. This work 

supports a major scientific goal of extending bulk computational thermodynamics 

methods to interfaces and nanomaterials and developing relevant thermodynamic 

stability diagrams as extensions to bulk phase diagrams, which can be useful new 

tools for the “Materials Genome” initiative. 

5.1. Introduction 

In 1993, Weissmüller [116, 117] reported a theory of thermodynamic 

stabilization of nanocrystalline alloys, and this theory was further elaborated by 

Kirchheim et al.[64, 118]. It was proposed that the thermodynamic driving force for 

grain growth can be reduced by reducing GB energy (GB) via GB segregation 

(a.k.a. adsorption). A nanocrystalline alloy can be stabilized as the effective GB 

approaches zero. Subsequent experiments have been conducted to seek for 

stabilized nanocrystalline alloys in Fe-Zr [66, 119], Pd-Zr [120], and other systems 

[121-123]. In these systems, the “stable” nanocrystalline alloys typically represent 

metastable states in supersaturated regions occurring when precipitation is 
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hindered kinetically; this is consistent with Kirchheim’s analysis [64]. Recently, 

Schuh and co-workers developed a “Regular Nanocrystalline Alloy” model and 

analyzed systems with positive pair-interaction parameters [59, 62, 124]. Saber et 

al. refined this model by incorporating both chemical and elastic segregation 

enthalpies [125], which was also an extension of their earlier model of ferrous 

alloys [126]; both models used a simplified monolayer/bilayer version of the 

Wynblatt-Ku type segregation formulism [45]. This work further combines 

CALPHAD analysis with a more realistic Wynblatt-Chatain type multilayer 

segregation (complexion) model [45] to simulate stable, metastable and unstable 

regions of polycrystalline binary alloys systematically for multiple phase fields, 

providing new quantitative insights regarding the competitions and underlying 

relations among precipitation, stabilization of nanoalloys, and solid-state 

amorphization.   

A further scientific goal of this study is to develop new thermodynamic 

stability diagrams (as extensions to bulk phase diagrams) as novel materials 

design tools. In a boarder content, phase diagrams, along with CALPHAD methods 

[127], are arguably amongst the most useful tools for materials design. It is now 

well-established that the thermodynamic stability of an interface or a nanoscale 

system that has a large amount of interfaces can drastically differ from that of a 

bulk material. As an example, nanoparticles can often melt at hundreds of degrees 

below the bulk melting temperature [128]; along this line, Tanaka et al. extended 

CALPHAD methods to compute phase diagrams for nanoparticles of binary alloys 

[129, 130]. In another relevant study, researchers demonstrated that nanometer-
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thick, impurity-based, liquid-like films can be stabilized at grain boundaries (GBs) 

well below the bulk solidus lines [6, 8, 10]; further studies extended the bulk 

CALPHAD methods to predict the stability of such liquid-like intergranular films 

(which can be considered as an “interfacial phase” and named as “complexion” to 

differentiate them from bulk phases [2, 4, 26, 27, 31, 131]) and such GB diagrams 

are proven useful for forecasting activated sintering and designing sintering 

protocols [7, 29, 36, 37]. This series of recent studies collectively point us to a 

potentially-transformative research direction of extending bulk CALPHAD methods 

to interfaces and nanomaterials with a large amount of interfaces; some research 

efforts in this area are also reviewed by Kaptay [132]. This work represents another 

such new endeavor of modeling equilibrium-grain-size poly/nanocrystalline alloys 

by incorporating GB energies in thermodynamic modeling.   

It is important to differentiate two possible types of thermodynamic stability 

diagrams that may be developed for nanomaterials. The first type of diagrams 

represent the shrifts in phase boundaries given a constraint of artificially-fixed sizes 

(e.g., particle or grain sizes); Tanaka et al.’s studies of binary nanoparticles [129, 

130] belong to this type. The current study aims to develop the second type of 

stability diagrams to model the thermodynamic stability of equilibrium-grain-size 

poly/nanocrystalline alloys without imposing pre-selected (kinetically-determined) 

grain sizes. Fe-Zr is selected as our modeling system because the existence both 

thermodynamic data [133] and experimental results [66, 119, 134], and our goal is 

to develop models and methods that can be extended to other systems. In the 

current (first) study, we model a binary poly/nanocrystalline alloy (of equiaxed 
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grains) for which experimental data exist for validation; our ultimate goal is further 

extend the methods to multicomponent alloys, where they can have more impacts 

(similar to bulk CALPHAD methods). 

5.2. Modeling methods 

At constant pressure and temperature, the molar free energy of a 

polycrystalline binary alloy A-B (A = Fe and B = Zr for our specific case) can be 

written as: 

𝐺𝑚 = (1 − 𝑋)𝜇𝐴 + 𝑋𝜇𝐵 + 𝐴𝐺𝐵
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝛾𝐺𝐵,  (51) 

where X is the overall composition (atomic fraction) of the solute B,  𝜇𝐴 and 𝜇𝐵 are 

chemical potentials, 𝐴𝐺𝐵
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  is the GB area per mole of atoms, and 𝛾𝐺𝐵 is the GB 

energy. When the grain size is small, the overall composition (X) differs from the 

bulk/crystal composition (XC, inside the grain) because of GB segregation; the 

mass conservation law specifies:  

𝑋 ≈ 𝑋𝐶 + 𝐴𝐺𝐵
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅Γ , (52) 

where Г is the GB excess of solute. Recent observations of the increased apparent 

solubility of dopants in nanocrystalline ZnO [135] and steels [136, 137] is likely due 

to that X can be substantially greater than XC for nano-grained materials. Under 

the condition of a kinetically-limited (fixed) grain size, the changed solubility can 

also be partially related a shift in the XC value (in equilibrium with the secondary 

phase) due to the added 𝐴𝐺𝐵
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝛾𝐺𝐵 term in Eq. (52); this effect should be modeled by 

the first type of stability diagrams (with per-selected grain sizes) discussed above, 

which is beyond the scope of this letter. 
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In this study, we adapt the Wynblatt-Chatain multilayer segregation 

(complexion) model [45] to consider general twist GBs in a BCC alloy which was 

described by Eq. (26) and Eq. (27) in Chapter 1 and 3; we assume Jmax = 1 or all 

broken bonds exist in the first layer since we adopt a general twist (110) GB to 

represent the general GBs in Fe. The calculation parameters are set as: eFeFe = -

1.07 eV/bond and eZrZr = -1.56 eV/bond, which are estimated from atomization 

enthalpies [138]; the energetic difference between the HCP and BCC phase for Zr 

is corrected by using CalPhaD data [133]), 𝜔[≡ 𝑒𝐴𝐵 − 0.5( 𝑒𝐴𝐴 +  𝑒𝐵𝐵)] is the pair-

interaction parameter (estimated to be -0.025 eV/bond for Fe-Zr from the CalPhaD 

data [133]), z is the total coordinate number (z = 8 for BCC), zv is the coordination 

number above the plane (zv = 2 for a BCC twist (110) GB), p (the fraction of 

reconnected bonds) is set to be 5/6 to represent  a “general GB” so that the GB 

energy is 1/3 of the surface energy for a pure element, the elastic energy in the i-

th layer is expressed as: ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠
𝑖  = ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠

1 exp [−1.01(ℎ𝑖/𝑟𝐵)
1.53

] , where hi is the 

distance to the GB core and rB is the atomic radius of B;  ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑠
1  is given by the 

Friedel model [45], which is calculated to be 0.96 eV/atom for Fe-Zr. The 

equilibrium GB adsorption profile can be obtained using Eq. (27). Eq. (27) along 

with the adsorption profile (XGB
i)i = 1, 2, … that minimizes Eq. (26), can be solved 

efficiently via an iterative method. The GB excess of solute is given by: Γ ≈

2𝑁 ∑ (𝑋𝐺𝐵
𝑖 − 𝑋𝐶𝑖 ).  

5.3. Results and discussion 
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Fig. 5.1 shows several computed normalized GB energy (GB/GB
(0)) and GB 

excess of solute () vs. bulk composition (XC) curves. Here, GB
(0), the GB energy 

for pure Fe, is computed from Eq. (26) to be ~1 J/m2, which is consistent with the 

measured value [139]. In a binary alloy, GB adsorption reduces GB energy 

according to the Gibbs isothermal: 𝑑𝛾𝐺𝐵 = −Γ𝐴𝑑
𝐴

− Γ𝐵𝑑
𝐵

≈ −Γ𝑑(
𝐵

− 
𝐴

). The 

double lines in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 represent metastable states (XC > Xsoluvs) 

occurring when the precipitation is hindered.   

We use X*, *, A
*, and B

* to denote the conditions that the effective 𝛾𝐺𝐵 is 

reduced to zero, which are labeled by the open crosses in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2.  

Beyond this point (XC > X*), a negative GB represents an unstable state (indicated 

by dotted lines in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2), which should lead to a spontaneous 

increase in the GB area (𝐴𝐺𝐵
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) with solute segregation that decreases XC to a fixed 

value of X* for a closed system. Consequently, an equilibrium grain size can be 

achieved with the effective GB being kept at ~ 0 [64, 118, 121]. This equilibrium 

grain size can be estimated by plugging X* and * into Eq. (26) and adopting an 

approximation for grain size for equiaxed grains (𝑑 ≈ 3�̅�/ 𝐴𝐺𝐵
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, where �̅�  is the 

molar volume), as: 

𝑑𝑒𝑞  ≈
3�̅�Γ∗

𝑋−𝑋∗ (53) 

Rewriting Eq. (53) for the polycrystalline alloy with an equilibrium grain size (𝛾𝐺𝐵 =

0 ) produces: 

�̅�𝑒𝑞.  𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = (1 − 𝑋)𝜇𝐴
∗ + 𝑋𝜇𝐵

∗ .  (54) 

The free-energy curve for this equilibrium-grain-size alloy is represented by the 
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purple double line in Fig. 5.2, which is a tangent line that touches the free-energy 

curve of the A-rich  phase at X*; with increasing X, this alloy exhibits a decreasing 

equilibrium grain size (proportional to 1/(X – X*)) and this line ends at an solid-state 

amorphization limit, which corresponds to the condition that deq approaches the 

atomic size.   

In this study, we combine the Wynblatt-Chatain multilayer GB segregation 

(complexion) model [45] with an analysis for the Fe-Zr binary system [133].  To 

systematically represent the computed results, we plot lines of constant normalized 

GB energies and equilibrium grain sizes in the bulk phase diagram in Fig. 5.3 for 

the Zr-doped Fe system.  

As shown in Fig. 5.3, GB segregation reduces γGB (the driving force of grain 

growth) systematically. Beyond the solvus line, γGB can be further reduced if the 

precipitation of the secondary phase (Fe23Zr6 etc.) is kinetically hindered; these 

metastable states are represented by dashed lines in Fig. 5.3. The effective γGB 

vanishes at X = X* ( 0.002 at. % at ~600 K and  0.2 at. % at Teutectoid, respectively, 

as shown in Fig. 5.3). Beyond this line, a metastable polycrystalline alloy with an 

equilibrium grain size has lower energies than the unstable BCC phase (as 

schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.2), and computed equilibrium grain sizes (using 

Eq. (54)) are plotted in Fig. 5.3. For a strong segregation system (like Fe-Zr) where 

X* is small and * is almost a constant (Fig. 5.1), the temperature-dependence of 

deq becomes insignificant in the nano region (deq < 100 nm) according to Eq. (5); a 

more significant temperature-dependence is expected for a weaker segregation 

system. We should emphasize that these dashed lines in Fig. 5.3 only represent 
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the metastable states under the conditions that the precipitation is hindered; if the 

precipitation of Fe23Zr6 is allowed, the three horizontal lines in the two-phase region 

of Fig. 5.3 represent the true equilibrium states. 

The bulk phase diagram shown in Fig. 5.3 was computed using the bulk 

CALPHAD data from Ref. [133]. In this case, there is no shrift in the bulk phase 

boundaries at the thermodynamic equilibria (because the equilibrium grain size is 

infinity at all equilibrium bulk phase boundaries. It is important to note that this case 

is different from prior studies of modeling nanoparticles with pre-selected particle 

sizes [129, 130].      

The computed Fig. 5.3 compares favorably with two independent sets of 

prior experiments. Darling et al. reported that a Fe + 4 at. % Zr alloy made by high-

energy ball milling exhibited a “stable” XRD grain size of 20-30 nm after annealing 

at 800 C [66]; later they also showed that a TEM grain size of ~52 nm was retained 

in a ball milled Fe + 4 at. % Zr nanoalloy after annealing at 900 C [119]. This is 

consistent with the computed result of ~ 30 nm at this condition (Fig. 5.3). The 

computed Fig. 5.3 also suggests an amorphization limit at ~ 50 % of Zr. This is 

also consistent with the solid-state amorphization of Fe50Zr50 multilayers reported 

in another prior study [140]; this agreement not only supports our model but also 

reveals the underlying relation between two phenomena – stabilization  of 

nanocryalline alloys and solid-state amorphization – both occurring in the Fe-Zr 

system only if the precipitation is kinetically hindered (even though we recognize 

the existence of a more accurate model for solid-state amorphization [134]).  

5.4. Conclusions 
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In summary, we have extended bulk computational thermodynamic 

methods to model binary equilibrium-grain-size poly/nanocrystalline alloys by 

incorporating GB energies computed by a Wynblatt-Chatain multilayer GB 

complexion model [45]. This letter also reports a framework to combine a bulk 

CALPHAD analysis with a GB segregation (complexion) model using an explicit 

(simple) approach. In future studies, new interfacial thermodynamic models that 

consider complex GB complexions [2, 4, 26, 27, 31, 131] beyond the classical GB 

segregation types can be further developed and incorporated.  A key contribution 

of the current study is the development of a new kind of thermodynamic stability 

diagrams equilibrium-grain-size alloys. In particular, a new stability diagram is 

computed for Zr-doped Fe (as our model system) and validated with multiple prior 

experiments. In addition to earlier studies of developing phase diagrams for binary 

nanoparticles [6, 8, 10] and GB diagrams [7, 29, 36, 37], the success of this study 

represents a further step towards realizing a major scientific goal of developing 

stability diagrams for interfaces and nanoscale systems as extensions of bulk 

phase diagrams, which can be used as general tools to accelerate materials 

design in the spirit of the Materials Genome initiative.    

Chapter 5, in part, is a reprint of the material "Developing thermodynamic 

stability diagrams for equilibrium-grain-size binary alloys" as it appears in Materials 

Letters, Naixie Zhou and Jian Luo, 2014, 115, 268-271. The dissertation author 

was the primary investigator and author of this paper. All calculations and data 

analysis were performed by the author. 
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Figure 5.1 Computed (a) normalized GB energy (GB/GB
(0)) and (b) GB excess of 

the solute () vs. bulk composition (XC) curves for Zr-doped Fe. The stable, 
metastable, and unstable regions, respectively, are represented by the solid, 
double, and dotted lines, respectively. 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic illustration of molar free energy vs. composition curves for a 
binary A-B alloy. If the precipitation of the B-enriched secondary phase(s) is 

kinetically hindered, a metastable  phase can form at X > X solvue (represented by 

the red double line); the metastable  phase becomes unstable at X > X* 
(represented by the red dotted line); in this region, a metastable polycrystalline 
alloy will form with an “equilibrium” grain size (deq), which is represented by a 
tangent line that starts at X = X*; for this equilibrium-grain-size alloy, deq is inversely 
proportional to (X – X*), and this line ends at an amorphization limit when deq 
approaches the atomic size. 
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Figure 5.3 Computed lines of constant normalized GB energies and equilibrium 
grain sizes are plotted in the bulk phase diagram of Fe-Zr; the x-axis is 
logarithmical overall composition (atomic percentage of Zr) and only two phase 
fields are completely shown. The equilibrium states are represented by solid lines 
and the metastable states are represented by dashed lines. The bulk phase 
diagram was also computed; the BCC and FCC two-phase region is very narrow 
so that the two phase boundary lines appear to overlap at this scale. Noting that 
the composition is plotted in logarithmical scale so that the computed solvus line 
intersects with (instead of asymptotically approaching) the temperature axis. 
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Chapter 6. Developing Thermodynamic Stability Diagrams for Equilibrium-

Grain-Size Binary Alloys 

Multicomponent alloying can be utilized to enhance the thermal stability of 

nanocrystalline alloys. The GB energy can be reduced significantly via both bulk 

and grain-boundary high-entropy effects with increasing temperature at/within the 

solid solubility limit, thereby reducing the thermodynamic driving force for grain 

growth. Moreover, GB migration can be hindered by sluggish kinetics. To test 

these new theories, numerical experiments were conducted; subsequently, 

several nanoalloys, including a Ni-based alloy (Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4) and Ni-

containing high-entropy alloys (Ni29Fe23Co23Cr23Zr2 and 

Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2), were designed and fabricated to demonstrate 

outstanding thermal stabilities that outperform the Ni-based binary nanocrystalline 

alloys.  

6.1. Introduction 

Although nanocrystalline metals can exhibit superior properties such as 

high strength and hardness [141-144], their applications are often hindered by the 

extreme susceptibility to grain growth. For example, nanocrystalline Al, Sn, Pb, 

and Mg are subjected to grain growth even at room temperature [145-147]. There 

are two general approaches to stabilize nanocrystalline materials against grain 

growth [121, 122, 148, 149]. First, kinetic stabilization by the solute-drag effects 

and/or Zener (particle) pinning can slow down GB (GB) migration [150-152], which 

become less effective at high temperatures. Second, thermodynamic stabilization 
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can be achieved by reducing the GB energy (GB) via solute segregation (a.k.a.GB 

adsorption) to reduce the thermodynamic driving force for grain growth. 

Specifically, Weismuller originally proposed that an “equilibrium” grain size can be 

reached when the effective GB vanishes [60, 61]. Yet, Kirchheim [64] showed that 

the equilibrium-grain-size binary nanocrystalline alloys generally represent 

metastable states in supersaturated regions if (and only if) the precipitation is 

hindered kinetically. In such cases, the kinetic inhibition of the precipitation also 

becomes more difficult with increasing temperature, triggering abrupt grain growth. 

These challenges motivate the present study to develop and test new theories and 

strategies to enhance the thermal stability of nanocrystalline alloys at high 

temperatures via utilizing high-entropy GB complexions (where the term 

“complexion” refers to an interfacial “phase” that is thermodynamically two-

dimensional [3]). 

Experimentally, stabilization of nanocrystalline alloys (nanoalloys) have 

been achieved in several binary systems, including Pd-Zr [73], W-Ti [59], Fe-Zr [65, 

66], and Cu-Zr [153] (where the primary phases are underlined). Li et al. also 

showed that addition of 1-4 at.% Hf could further enhance the thermal stability of 

the binary Fe-Zr alloys [72].  Specifically, an electrodeposited Ni79W21 nanoalloy 

was found to be stable up to 600-700 C [154], which represents the best reported 

result for Ni-based nanoalloys. To test the proposed new strategies, this study 

demonstrated the stabilities of a Ni-based alloy (Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4) and two Ni-

containing high-entropy alloys (Ni29Fe23Co23Cr23Zr2 and 
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Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2) up to ~1000 C, representing a noteworthy 

improvement from the binary Ni-based nanoalloys reported previously. 

6.2. High entropy effect on GB energy reduction 

The Gibbs adsorption theory states: 

XS

GB i i

i

d S dT d     (55) 

where SXS (entropy) and i  (adsorption) are the GB excess quantities, T is 

temperature, and μi is the chemical potential of the i-th element. Eq. (55) implies 

that the GB energy (GB) can be reduced by segregation at a constant T and this 

effect can be enhanced for multicomponent (high-entropy) GBs under certain 

conditions. We should note that generally  
,

/ 0
i

GB P X
T   for a specimen of a 

constant bulk composition ( i

BulkX ) due to thermally-induced desorption. We 

propose that a high-entropy GB effect can be achieved for a saturated specimen 

(in equilibrium with precipitates), when the bulk composition moves long the solvus 

line, where the solutes’ bulk chemical potentials are pinned by the precipitates so 

that  
,  on solvus

/ i
Bulk

GB P X
T    

i,  
/GB P

T


  = XSS ; thus, GB  can be reduced with 

increasing temperature for a high-entropy GB with positive and large XSS  [155]. 

however, realization of this strategy for a Ni-based alloy with common segregating 

elements like Zr, Nb, Ta, Mo, and W would require adding a substantial amount of 

total non-FCC alloying elements that often leads to a large amount of precipitates 

and/or formation of ordered phases, which complicates the explanation. Thus, we 
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propose two new strategies via using a bulk high-entropy effect (that can occur in 

conjunction with the GB high-entropy effect) and sluggish kinetics in this study.  

As one new strategy to stabilize nanoalloys at high temperatures, we 

propose that the coupling between bulk high-entropy effects (e.g., high-entropy 

matrix NiFeCoCr) and the effect of including one (or more) strong GB segregating 

element(s) (e.g., Zr) can effectively reduce GB as the driving force for grain growth, 

and this effect can occur concurrently with the high-entropy GB effect proposed in 

Ref. [155] (e.g., introducing additional GB segregating elements like Nb and Mo) 

to enhance one another. This bulk high-entropy effect is consequence of a 

competition between GB segregation and bulk precipitation. Specifically, 

precipitation limits GB segregation. The mixing entropy can effectively lower the 

free energy of the bulk high-entropy phase with respect to precipitates, thereby 

increasing the solid solubility of individual segregating elements to allow more 

reduction in GB within the solubility limit. 

To examine the above hypotheses, we conducted numerical experiments 

using a statistical thermodynamic model for multicomponent GB adsorption [155] 

that is a generalization of the binary Wynblatt-Chatain model [156]. we also 

adopted a few simplifications (discussed below) to focus on investigating the bulk 

and GB entropy effects. The GB energy of an N-component alloy can be expressed 

as: 

XS XS i i

GB GB GB GB Bulk

i

U TS       (56) 
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The first two terms in Eq. (56) are the contributions from both excess 

internal (bonding and strain) energy and excess entropy (noting that the interfacial 

excess volume is zero in the Gibbs definition). In the third term, μi is the bulk 

chemical potential and Γi is the corresponding GB adsorption amount (interfacial 

excess of solute) of the i-th component (i = 1, 2, 3…N).   

Extended from the binary Wynblatt-Chatain model [44], this model 

considers the bonding and strain energies, as well as the configurational entropies. 

For simplicity, we consider a general twist GB (with Jmax = 1 in the Wynblatt-Chatain 

model) and the GB adsorption is limited to the two layers at the GB core (on the 

both sides of the core of the twist GB). The internal energy contribution can be 

expressed as: 

  (int)=- 2XS i i i i i

GB v GB ii GB Bulk ii GB strain GB

i i i

U Qz n X e zn X X e n X E U       , (57) 

where Q is the fraction of the broken bonds at the GB core, z is the total 

coordinates (number of bonds per atom), zv is the number of bonds per atom 

between two adjacent layers, n is the atomic density (number of atoms per unit 

area in one atomic layer; noting that there two atomic layers at the core of a twist 

GB), i

GBX and i

BulkX  are GB and bulk compositions, respectively, eii is the (self) 

bonding energy the i-th component, i

strainE  is the strain energy of the i-th 

component in the bulk. The last term in Eq. (56) represents the (non-ideal) 

interaction energies among different components, which vanishes for an ideal solid 

solution. The excess configurational entropy can be expressed as:  
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2 ( ln ln )XS i i i i

GB GB GB Bulk Bulk

i

S nk X X X X   ,  (58) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The adsorption of the i-th component is 

given by:  

2 ( )i i

i GB Bulkn X X   .  (59) 

The bulk chemical potential of the i-th component is:  

0 (non-ideal)+ lnBulk i

i i Bulk ikT X    , (60) 

where 0 0.5i iize  and (non-ideal)

i  is the interaction energy (resulted from non-

ideal mixing). Combining Eqs. (57)-(60), the GB energy for a multicomponent alloy 

can be derived as: 

(non-ideal mixing)- 2 2 ln
i

i i i i GB
GB v GB ii GB strain GB GBi

i i i Bulk

X
Qz n X e n X E n kTX

X
 

 
     

 
   ,  (61) 

where (non-ideal mixing)

GB  represents the contribution from non-ideal mixing. Assuming i 

= 1 is the matrix element, Eq. (S6) can be rewritten as: 

(0) (non-ideal mixing)

.( 1), 0

1

2 2 ln
i

i i GB
GB GB GB ads i GB GBi

i i Bulk

X
n X h n kTX

X
  



 
     

 
  ,  (62) 

where (0)

GB  (= −𝑛𝑄𝑧𝑣𝑒11) represents the GB energy of the pure component 

1 without any adsorption. In Eq. (62),  .( 1), 0 11

i

ads i v ii strain

i

h Qz n e e E     , which 

is introduced to represent the GB adsorption (a.k.a. segregation) enthalpy (where 

“0” in the subscript denotes ideal mixing) and is the main driving force for GB 
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adsorption/segregation. Here, 
.( 1), 0 .( 1), 0 /ads i ads i Ah H N    , where NA is the 

Avogadro constant, representing the enthalpic change associated with moving one 

atom of the i-th component from the bulk to the GB (via swapping it with one atom 

of component 1 at GB).  A McLean-Langmuir type GB adsorption equation can be 

derived, via letting 0GB
i

GBX





, as: 

1

.( 1), 0 non-ideal mixing

1 1
exp

ii i
ads iGB Bulk

GB Bulk

h hX X

X X kT




   

   
 

 (63) 

Subsequently, the equilibrium GB composition and corresponding GB 

energy can be calculated from Eq. (62) and Eq. (63).  

To illustrate the bulk high-entropy effect (that is distinct from the GB high 

entropy effect shown in Fig. 6.1 in Ref. [155]), we first conducted numerical 

experiments using a symmetrical system consists of 1-5 matrix elements (M1, M2, 

M3, M4, and M5) and one segregating element (S) where all elements mix ideally 

(so that (non-ideal mixing)

GB = 0 and 1

non-ideal mixing

ih  = 0, which is a simplification that allow us 

to focus on the bulk and GB entropic effects instead of the potentially complex non-

ideal interactions of different components).  Specifically, we adopt the following 

parameters for computing the results shown in Fig. 6.2(a). 

• the bonding energy |eMM| = 0.45 eV (zv = 4) and Q = 1/6;  

• the GB sites density n = 6.4 atoms/nm2; 

• the matrix-type elements do not segregate;  
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• the adsorption (segregation) energy for the element S is set as: 

.( ), 0 . /
iads S M ads Ah H N   = 0.9 eV/atom (similar to the typical segregation 

enthalpies of Zr in Ni or Fe);  

• a 1:1 stoichiometric line compound MS can precipitate with ΔHppt. = 

ΔHads. + 4 kJ/mol (that is at the lower end of the typical range of ΔHppt. -  

ΔHads. = 10  6 kJ/mol [S3]); and 

• all specimens are saturated with the segregating element S at all 

temperatures (in equilibrium with S-enriched precipitates), i.e., the 

composition of the (main) solid-solution phase moves along the 

equilibrium bulk solvus line. 

Moreover, we assumed that the precipitation energy obeys the following empirical 

relationship [157] for computing Fig. 6.2(b): 

. . 10  kJ/molppt adsH H     (64) 

The inset of Fig. 6.2(a) shows that the solid solubility can be increased in 

the ternary system M1-M2-S, as compared with two binary subsystems, M1-S and 

M2-S. Subsequently, Fig. 6.2(a) shows that increasing N (the number of matrix 

elements Mi) results in more reduction in GB and makes dGB/dT more negative to 

reduce the thermodynamic driving forces for grain growth at high temperatures.  

The same generalized Wynblatt-Chatain model was used to compute Fig. 

6.2(b) for a multicomponent system with bonding and segregation energies to 

represent those of the real Ni systems, where we ignored the interactions among 
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different elements to simplify the calculations (while still capturing the important 

trends). The bonding energy was assumed to be |eii| = 0.68 eV/atom so that the 

“clean” GB energy is identical to the measured (0)

GB  = 0.93 J/m2 [109]. The 

.( ), 0ads M Nih   values were estimated by considering both strain energies (estimated 

by the Friedel model) and bonding/interfacial energies (estimated from the 

atomization enthalpies). The estimated 
segh   are listed in Table 6.1. Fig. 6.2(b) 

suggests that a Ni29Fe23Co23Cr23Zr2 alloy will have substantially lower GB, as 

compared with both a binary counterpart (Ni93Zr7) and the conventional high-

entropy counterpart (Ni25Fe25Co25Cr25); here, only Zr is a strong segregating 

element (Supplementary Table 6.1). Fig. 6.2(b) further suggests that adding two 

additional segregating elements, Nb and Mo, can further reduce GB for a 

Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2 alloy via a GB high-entropy effect, in addition to the 

bulk high-entropy effect to reduce GB; this GB high-entropy effect is evident by the 

kink in the GB vs. temperature curve in the Fig. 6.(b), below which more reduction 

in GB and more negative dGB/dT are a result that both Zr and Nb are saturated so 

that the bulk composition moves along a ternary solvus line to produce a GB high-

entropy effect, as suggested in Ref. [155]. Subsequently, these four alloys 

discussed above were fabricated and examined; the experiments (discussed in 

detail later) supported the theories and modeling results.  

Furthermore, Fig. 6.2(b) shows the computed GB vs. temperature curves 

for several cases, where the bonding and segregation energies were selected to 

represent the real Ni based alloys.    
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6.3. High entropy effect on GB kinetics 

An additional scheme/strategy to stabilize nanoalloys is to utilize kinetic 

effects, which is often coupled with the thermodynamic effects. Multicomponent 

segregation at GBs may maximize the solute-drag effects, which can be further 

enhanced through a so-called high-entropy “sluggish kinetics” effect [158, 159]. 

First, a multicomponent alloy with different atomic sizes and bonding 

characteristics usually has local sites with a wider distribution of metastable energy 

levels (than those in unary and binary alloys). On one hand, when an atom jumps 

into a low-energy site, it can be trapped. On the other hand, if the site has a high 

energy, the atom has a higher chance to hop back to its original site so it does not 

contribute to diffusion effectively [29]. The combination of both scenarios may (on 

average) slow down the diffusion, as being demonstrated in the modeling of bulk 

diffusion in CoCrFeMnNi [160]; we believe that similar mechanisms may also slow 

down the migration of high-entropy GBs. Second, the diffusion rates of different 

elements in a GB with multicomponent adsorbates are different. Since the GB 

migration needs collective and cooperative diffusion of all adsorbates [161], grain 

growth may be pinned by the slowest segregating element. Similar sluggish 

kinetics effects have been demonstrated via diffusion-couple experiments in 

AlCoCrFeNi alloys [162]. Furthermore, Zener pinning can also play an important 

role to hinder the grain growth [163] and a multicomponent alloy may have more 

chances for effective Zener pinning by multiple (and different) precipitates that form 

at different temperatures. Finally, it is important to note that high-entropy GBs may 

also exhibit fast (instead of sluggish) kinetics in some other cases or under certain 
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conditions. As one example of such possibilities, multicomponent segregation can 

promote GB disordering at high temperatures, which can in turn drastically 

increase interfacial kinetics (and potentially trigger abnormal grain growth [164]).  

6.4. Experiments and discussion 

To test the proposed theories and strategies, nanoalloys were prepared via 

mechanical alloying. High-purity powders were well blended and sealed into a 

grinding vial in Ar atmosphere before high energy ball milling (HEBM; using a 

SPEX 8000D miller) for 20 hours. Hardened steel grinding vials and balls were 

used. The ball-to-powder mass ratio was 5:1, with 1 wt. % stearic acid as 

processing control agent. The mechanically-alloyed specimens were annealed in 

Ar + 5% H2 atmosphere at 600 ºC, 900 ºC and 1000 ºC, respectively, for different 

durations (5 and 20 hours). The specimens were examined by X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  

XRD (Fig. 6.3) showed that all specimens contain primarily an FCC phase, 

albeit the presence of small fractions of secondary phases in some cases. The 

grain sizes estimated by the Scherrer equation are presented in Table 6.2, which 

have been verified by direct TEM measurements for selected specimens (Fig. 6.5).  

The Ni29Fe23Co23Cr23Zr2 nanoalloy exhibited a stable grain size of ~19 nm 

after annealing at 600 C and ~43 nm after annealing at 900 C, which 

outperformed the binary counterpart Ni93Zr7 (Table I), as well as Ni79W21, the most 

stable binary Ni nanoalloy reported in literature [154] (Fig. 6.4). Moreover, a 

conventional high-entropy Ni25Fe25Co25Cr25 nanoalloy (for benchmarking) did not 
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exhibit a stable nanoscale grain size at 900 C (Table 6.2), showing that a pure 

high-entropy matrix is not sufficient for stabilizing nanoalloys at high temperatures. 

Finally, the Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2 alloy, which may be benefited from both 

bulk and GB high-entropy effects (Fig. 6.2(b)), exhibited even better high-

temperature stabilities at 900 C and 1000 C (Fig. 6.2; Table 6.2). These observed 

trends are consistent with the thermodynamic modeling results shown in Fig. 6.2(b); 

however, we wish to note that kinetic stabilization effects should also play 

important roles in preventing grain growth in all cases.    

 To further examine the kinetic effects, we designed a Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 

alloy, where the Ti, Nb, and Ta contents were about 60-70% of the binary solid 

solubility limits at 900 C (Table 6.3) while 6.6% Mo (i.e., ~25% of binary solid 

solubility limit at 900 C) was adopted to keep 80% of Ni. The Ti, Nb, and Ta 

contents in this alloy were about 60-70% of the binary solid solubility limits at 900 

C (Table 6.2), while 6.6% Mo (i.e., ~25% of the binary solid solubility limit at 900 

C) was adopted to keep 80% of Ni. Thus, the thermodynamic effects on reducing 

GB energy should be less significant comparing with other cases. For this 

Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 alloy, the computed GB composition from the simple McLean 

segregation model (that considers only the strain energy as the segregation driving 

force) contained equal fractions of each of five elements at T = 1000 C so that the 

excess GB entropy should be large; however, we recognize that the real GB 

composition can differ significantly from that is estimated by the simple McLean 

model with strain energy only (or any other simple models) and the GB composition 
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should vary with temperature significantly (so it is infeasible to predict the optimal 

composition). Nonetheless, this composition represented a good example to test 

the kinetic effects. Our experiment demonstrated that the grain sizes were 

measured by XRD to be 16 nm, 36 nm, and 45 nm, respectively, for the 

Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 specimens annealed at 600 C, 900 C, and 1000 C, 

respectively (Table 6.2), representing a substantial improvement to binary 

nanoalloys (Fig. 6.4) and being in par with what have been achieved for the 

Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2 nanoalloy (Table 6.2). We do recognize that it is 

almost impossible to know how much the stabilization is in fact due to kinetics (vs. 

thermodynamics); in most cases (including this instance), the stabilization should 

be a result of combined thermodynamic and kinetics effects.  

We also characterized selected specimens with TEM (Fig. 6.5), where the 

grain sizes of the Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2 and Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 alloys 

annealed at 900 C were measured to be 43 ± 13 and 32 ± 9 nm, respectively, 

which are in good agreement with the XRD measurements (Table 6.2). In 

comparison, the grain size of the binary Ni93Zr7 alloy was measured to be 189 ± 

61 nm by TEM. The dark-field TEM images in Fig. 6.5 also show that the grains 

are homogeneous without any abnormally-large grains. The histograms of grain 

size distributions are shown in Fig. 6.5.  

6.5. Conclusion 

In summary, this study proposed and tested several new theories and 

strategies to utilize high-entropy GB complexions to enhance the thermal stability 
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of nanocrystalline alloys at high temperatures. First, we demonstrated, via 

numerical experiments, that GB energies could be reduced via bulk and/or GB 

high-entropy effects at/within the solid solubility limit to reduce the thermodynamic 

driving force for grain growth at high temperatures. Moreover, grain growth can be 

hindered by the high-entropy sluggish kinetics at GBs. To test these new theories, 

several nanoalloys were designed and fabricated to demonstrate outstanding 

thermal stabilities. Specifically, Fig. 6.3 compares our results with the reported 

grain sizes for nanocrystalline pure Ni [58] and Ni79W21 [154]. For pure Ni, the 

grains started to coarsen at 300-400 ºC. When Ni was alloyed with W, the 

coarsening temperature was improved to 600-700 ºC [71]. In this study, we 

successfully stabilized a Ni-based Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 alloy and a Ni-containing 

high-entropy Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2 alloy up to 1000 ºC via an innovative use 

of high-entropy GB complexions thru both thermodynamic and kinetic effects. This 

study provides a new pathway to stabilize nanocrystalline alloys at high 

temperatures, which can also be applied a broad range of other materials. 

Chapter 6, in part, is a reprint of the material " Stabilization of nanocrystalline 

alloys at high temperatures via utilizing high-entropy GB complexions" as it 

appears in Scripta Materialia, Naixie Zhou, Tao Hu, Jiajia Huang, and Jian Luo, 

2016, 124, 160-163. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and 

author of this paper. All experiments and data analysis were performed by the 

author except for the TEM characterization data. 
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Figure 6.1 Illustration of a proposed new opportunity of utilizing “high-entropy GB 
complexions” to stabilize nanocrystalline alloys. Computed normalized GB energy 
vs. temperature curves along the bulk solvus lines (i.e., for equilibrium saturated 
specimens on the “tips” of multicomponent solvus lines) for a regular solution with 
one, two, and three segregating solutes (S1, S2, and S3) with identical adsorption 
enthalpies and pair-interaction parameters with the matrix element M. This 
numerical experiment demonstrates that it is theoretically possible to use GB 
adsorption of multiple solutes to achieve effective zero GB energy to stabilize 
nanocrystalline alloys at a true (instead of metastable) thermodynamic equilibrium 
(without going into the super-saturation region via kinetic inhibition of precipitation) 
at high temperatures. High-entropy GB complexions may also stabilize 
nanocrystalline alloys via two other (one thermodynamic and one kinetic) 
mechanisms discussed in text.  
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Figure 6.2 (a) The computed GB/GB
(0) vs. temperature curves along the bulk 

solvus curves for symmetrical ideal solutions of 1-5 matrix elements (Mi) and one 
segregating element (S). The subscript “S” denotes that all specimens are 
saturated with element S at all temperatures (in equilibrium with S-enriched 
precipitates). The inset is an isothermal section of a ternary phase diagram, where 
the binary and ternary compositions on the solvus (labeled by the black and red 
dots) correspond to the specimen compositions for calculating the first two (black 

and red) curves. (b) The computed GB/GB
(0) vs. temperature curves for several 

“Ni-like” alloys. Here, the superscripts “*” are used acknowledge that the 
calculations were conducted by using a lattice model with segregation enthalpies 
and bonding energies to represent real alloys, but with simplifications, to capture 
the most important trends. The model and parameters are described in the 
Supplementary Materials. 
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Figure 6.3 XRD patterns of as-milled alloys and specimens after annealing at 
different temperatures for various durations (labeled in the figures) for (a) Ni93Zr7, 
(b) Ni25Fe25Co25Cr25, (c) Ni29Fe23Co23Cr23Zr2, (d) Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2, and 

(e) Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4. The XRD pattern for the pure Ni annealed at 900 C for 5 
hours is also included as a benchmark.  All specimens contain primarily an FCC 
phase, while minor amounts of precipitated secondary phases can be found in 
some cases.   
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Figure 6.4 Measured grain sizes vs. annealing temperatures curves for the Ni93Zr7, 
Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2, and Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 alloys made in this study, 
along with the curves for pure Ni [164] and Ni79W21 [153] (representing the most 
stable binary Ni-based nanoalloy reported) from literature for comparison. 
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Figure 6.5 Dark-field TEM images (at a low magnification and a high magnification 
for each case) and the grain size histograms of three selected alloys after 

annealing at 900 C for 5 hours, including: (a1), (a2) and (a3) for Ni93Zr7; (b1), (b2) 
and (b3) for Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2; and (c1), (c2) and (c3) for 
Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4. The insets in (a1), (b1) and (c1) are selected area electron 
diffraction patterns.  
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 Table 6.1 Estimated 
segh   (i.e., 

.( ), 0ads M Nih   in Eq. (62) and Eq. (63), where M = 

Fe, Co, Cr, Mo, Nb, and Zr) for various elements in Ni. 

 Fe Co Cr Mo Nb Zr 

segh   (eV/atom) 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.15 0.34 0.93 
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Table 6.2  Measured grain sizes of various specimens. 

Composition 

Grain Size Measured by XRD (and TEM), 
nm 

600 C 900 C 1000 C 

Ni93Zr7 25 >60 (189) coarse 

Ni25Fe25Co25Cr25 43 coarse coarse 

Ni29Fe23Co23Cr23Zr2 19 43 >60 

Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2 12.5 36 (43) 56 

Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 16 36 (32) 45 
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Table 6.3 Comparison of the solid solubility limits of Mo, Ti, Nb, and Ta in Ni and 
the selected composition of this Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 alloy. 

 Mo Ti Nb Ta 

Solid Solubility in Ni at 900 C ~27% ~10% ~10% ~2% 

Selected Composition 6.6% 6% 6% 1.4% 
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Chapter 7. Summary and future work 

The existence of GB complexion in polycrystalline systems can influence a 

wide spectrum of interface dominated materials macroscopic properties. Various 

GB thermodynamic models have been developed and used in prediction the 

formation of GB complexion formations in binary metallic systems and GB 

complexion diagrams were calculated using these models. However, binary 

systems commonly represent ideal systems, while real alloys usually include 

multiple types of components added intentionally or received unintendedly during 

the manufacturing process, therefore understanding the role of many-component 

interaction and its effect on GB complexion formation is practically useful. One of 

the focus of this research is to develop GB complexion models for many-

component systems by extending existed GB models and then construct GB 

complexions diagrams considering many-component interactions. 

In the first Chapter, a quantitative interfacial thermodynamic model has 

been developed for computing GB  diagrams for multicomponent alloy systems 

to predict GB disordering and related sintering properties. The model computations 

have been applied to W-Ni-M (M = Fe, Nb, Ti, Cr, Zr and Co) and Mo-Si-B-M (M = 

Ni, Co and Fe) systems. The calculations and experiments demonstrated that the 

calculated GB  diagrams can forecast some useful trends in the relative 

effectiveness of various sintering aids. Multicomponent GB  diagrams can help 

developing co-alloying strategies to control GBs as well as selecting the optimal 
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combination of multiple alloying elements, where the Edisonian approach is no 

longer efficient.  

The second goal of this research is to understand the underlying 

thermodynamic mechanism and the dominant factor controlling the layered GB 

complexion formations in metallic systems. In Chapter 3, we computed a GB 

complexion diagram with well-defined transition lines using a lattice model and 

CALPHAD data for Bi-doped Ni system. The computed results are compared with 

0K DFT calculation results and the experiments results in two earlier report, as well 

as direct AC STEM characterizations. Future research should be conducted to 

compute and validate other GB complexion diagrams to realize a potentially-

transformative scientific goal of constructing more GB complexion diagrams as a 

new materials science tool. In Chapter 4, using a lattice type Ising GB model similar 

to the lattice model, the systematic transition behaviors of GBs are discussed. A 

normalized segregation strength seg  is developed based on the thermodynamic 

modeling to represent the overall effects of strain, differential bonding energies, 

the misorientation of symmetrical twist boundaries as well as the mixing energy. 3-

D GB transition diagrams are developed by calculating GB adsorptions in the 

three-dimensional spaces of the seg , T/Tm and Δμ, which demonstrates a 

continuous transformation of GB segregation behaviors according to the variation 

of GB’s intrinsic properties. We also derived a series of analytic expressions of GB 

transition as a function of  seg , T/Tm and Δμ. The systematics of GB complexion 

transition in this study exhibits phenomenological similarities to various the cases 
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of multilayer adsorption of inert gas molecules on the surfaces of attractive 

substrates, which enriches the classical GB segregation/adsorption theory. As the 

model used in this study doesn’t consider the possible change of GB structures, 

future study can be conducted to include the effect of GB structural disordering.  

This final goal of this thesis is to apply the GB thermodynamic theories to 

the development of novel thermodynamic framework of predicting equilibrium grain 

size of nanocrystalline alloys. In Chapter 5, A thermodynamic frame work is 

established based on the combination of a multilayer GB segregation model and 

CALPHAD method to predict the thermodynamic stability of binary nanocrystalline 

alloys. Using that framework, a useful diagram showing the regimes of stable and 

metastable nanocrystalline states is developed for Zr doped Fe system, which 

successfully predicted the equilibrium stable grain size of nanocrystalline Fe-Zr 

alloys. In future studies, new interfacial thermodynamic models that consider 

complex GB complexions beyond the classical GB segregation types can be 

further developed and incorporated. Further, to establish a new strategy of using 

many-component high entropy GBs to improve the thermal stability nanocrystalline 

alloys beyond the range that binary doping could achieve, we proposed and tested 

several new theories and strategies to utilize high-entropy GB complexions to 

enhance the thermal stability of nanocrystalline alloys at high temperatures. We 

demonstrated, via numerical experiments, that GB energies could be reduced via 

bulk and/or GB high-entropy effects at/within the solid solubility limit to reduce the 

thermodynamic driving force for grain growth at high temperatures. Moreover, 

grain growth can be hindered by the high-entropy sluggish kinetics at GBs. Using 
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these strategies and principles, we successfully designed and synthesized a 

thermal stable nanocrystalline Ni-based Ni80Mo6.6Ti6Nb6Ta1.4 alloy and a thermal 

stable nanocrystalline Ni-containing high-entropy Ni25Fe23Co23Cr23Mo2Nb2Zr2 alloy. 

The study provides a new pathway to stabilize nanocrystalline alloys at high 

temperatures, which can also be applied a broad range of other materials.
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